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' RATIONALE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Management is,a process-which may be taught with the emphasis
either on the process or on the resources managed. In these working
papers the emphasis is primarily on the management process and sec-
ondarily on the rAsources to be managed.

FolloOing the learning e4eriences.suggested in these materi-
als, the conceptsin management must be applied to the resources to
be managed in all other subject areas--food and nutrition; housing;
clothing, textiles, and related arts; and human developmeit and the
family.

Few pupils will 'learn to manage merely by observing the
teacher's good management Or by allowing other incjividualg to manage
for them. If pupils are to internalize management concepts, they
imistconsciously perform some managerial activities

The materials for the Resource Guide fur Cons mer Education
and Home Management were developed at Purdue University during a
workshop in the summer of 1969. The workshop was under the direc-
tion of Professor Mary Lou Foster, Dr. Sarah Manning and Dr. Joyce
Terrass.

Participants in the workshop were as follows:

Gay Barton
Sharon Bell
Wanda J. Buck
Dana Burton
Joyce Carnahan
Susan Jordan
Nancy Krom
Joan Lee
Susan Michael

Rosa Pewett
Marlene Reed
Leora Gayle Royer
Joanna B. Smith
Joan Stierwalt
Ella Jo Thompson
Ann Waitt
Joyce Weaver
'Barbara White
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Working Papers

LEVEL I
Or

4

rade 7

(1-2 Weeks)

SUBJECT AREA CONCEPT: ORGANIZING RESOURCES

I.

Unit Concept I: Recognizing Possessions as Resources

Sub Concept A: Human Possessions

0 Sub Concept B: Non-Human Possessions

Objectives:

1. To define resources.
2. To identify possessions as resources.
3. To state the difference betWeen human and

non-human

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Resources are those human
and non-human means used
to achieve what one wants.

2. ResIturces are anything
useable.

37- Possessions can be used as
resources.

4. Human )oss ssions are time
and ener attitudes and
interests, skills and tal-
ents, and abilities and
knowledge.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Buzz groups discuss a written
situation in which the thitys
needed to solve a problem are
identified.
a. Groups share findings
b. List all' the things that

are useable and identify'
as resources.

c. Class develops a list of
resources available for
personal use.

A

2. Brainstorm using a 4ssession,
uch as money or energy. Dis-

cuss how it may become aesource.

3. Radioscopics: Identify human
and non-human possessions.

O

4

Note: The numbers preceding objectives, generalizations, and learn-
ing experiences are only for identificatiqn to facilitate the evalua-
tion of the working papers. '



5. Non-human possessions are
material goods, ,money,
and community fAcilities.

6. Human and non-human pos-
sessions may be used in
unlimited ways to achieve
what one wants.

7. Human and non:.human pos-
sessions are influenced by
or acquired from our en-
vironment.

I

4. Minute dramas show how one
possession such as a skill
could be used in many ways.

1

5. NIletin boards show examples
of possessions.

2

(Other learning ex p fences
may be added.)



Unit Concept II: Organizing the Physical Environment /1--

Sub Concept A: Arrangement of Personal Belongings

Sub Concept B: Area Arrangement

Objectives:

N1. To state in own words the meaning of organization.
2. To describe ways of arranging personal belongings.
3. To list work areas found at home and at school

where activities are performed.
4. To explain reasons for various arrangements of

supplies within a definite area.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Organization involves
arrangement of selected
resourcds into some kind
if logical order.

2. Organization is a planned
way in which individuals
and families carry out
activities.

3. Organization tends to make
possessions more useable.

4. Organization Contributes to
awareness of hidden pos-
sessions.

5. Choosing a way of arranging
one's possessions varies
with knowledge, abilities
and materials available.

6. Arrangement enables one to
teach an organized state.

7. Orderly arrangement
simplifies living.

0

8

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

. Brainstorm: The meaning of
organization.

. Game:

a Use unorganized pile of
left shoes, all sizes
mixed together. Time the
selection of a single des-

,

ignated size.
b. Use organized piles of

shoes according to/size.
Time the selection of a
size.

c. Discuss organized state
vs. the unorganized state.

, 3. Write a definition of organiza-
tion,

4. Role Play: "Can't Finder:
Always on the Hunt; Never Get
Througher and the Putter
Offer."

5. Discuss arrangement of personal
belongings. o.

6. Plan a.different arrangement of
personal possessions. Examples:
purse, notebook, locker,-tote-
tray, etc.)

7. Lab or eval ti6n: Actually ar-
range articles in the boX or tray.

3



GENERALIZATIONS

8. Activities are'performed
in different areas of
the home and school.

9. Placement and arrangement
of an area contributes 0
optimal performance.

10. Convenient storage tends
to make organization
easier.

11. Frequency of use, size
and purpose of item in-
fluence where it will
be placed.

0

I

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

8. Read assignment.

9, Small groups locate activity
areas within the home eco-
nomics room.

10. Indiliiduals locate activity
areas within their own home
and report orally.

11. Compile,a listing of home and
school areas with the activ-
ities performep in those areas.

12: Crossword puzzle: Match areas
with activities.' (See attached
sheet.)

13. Action Situation: Small groups
explore an area.
a.- Select tools or equipment

from that area.
b. Exp,lain where found. -

c. Determine reasons for place-
ment.

d. Return tools and equipment.
e. Discuss guides used to aid

in the r ttirn of tools and
equipment o their original
place.

(

14. Home ActiArity: Explo))e a specific
area at home using a stidy sheet.

15. Discuss arrangements.

16, Follow,up home activity.
a. Use arrangement principles

and rearrange supplies within
an area.

b. Report results to class.
17. Visit school cafeteria to see

the arrangement of areas and
or nization within the areas.
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Unit CancepOII: -Planning Activities

Sub Concept -:"%llecognizing Demands on Personal Time

S: Organization-of Time.

Objectives: .

.

.To re0.11 :ways one uses tithe.
..

2. ,To compdre how,different teenagers use" their ffme.
3. Io'describe'how SiMplifying"*job can make time

dVailable .for, 0:favorite activity.
4. To explain ways, of performing a task using time-

saving techniques..
5. To explain how makfng ,and following a plan rel'esses

time'fox other things one wants to do. ,

6. To identify p ganizatIonal principles within a4 /a

schedule: "

GENERALnATIONS

I. Time is a resource
available to everyone.

2. The demands on time' vary,
but the amount available
is fixed1

3. Free time' is the time
whitfl an individual may
use as he wishes.

I °

'4. Time is affected by the
plans of others as well
as one's own plans.

5.° The way one uses time sets
the pace' for one's accom-
plishments.

6. Time used one way is not
available -for use another

. .way.

LEARNING'

1. Introduce the concept of tinje
latha,baske,t containing items
representing7time. Examples:
clock,'sun dial, heir glass,.
calenda.

. /riscdss ways drie uses .time.

.

3, ..Assignment: Students bring t
'elaqs qUotes'abotkt time or
develop a poem about time.

XPERIENCES

4. List thtng s,you' would like to'
do but don't because of lack.;
of time..,'

I

a

10

5: .Sttdenta bring. cartoons or
pi,ctures Which have reference'
to time use.

6. 'Organize a panel of parents
and teenagers to discuss the.
following topic: "Use of Time',
After School."

7. Bulletin board: Show balance
scale with clock on one side
and activities o

n(

the other
side.



GENERALIZATIONS

7. The amount o' free tithe
one has is relafed to
age, activitieg, and
ability to-organize.

. Each person has his awn
idea about the good use
of time.

9. Attitude influences the ".

length of time:needed to
complete a job.

10. Doing work that has-to
be done quickly and ef-
fOrtlessly leavesextra
time for doing things
one wants to do...

11. lireakindown complicated
tasks tends to make them-

. easier.

12. '.Eliminating, -combining,

rearranging, and simplify-
ing canbe,applied to jobs'
to ,make time available ,foir

a favorite activity.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

8. Interview other teenagers on
how they spendtheir time
aftei school.
a: ',Keep record of (Tme spent

.

in dding various sks.
b. .As a class compare. d

discuss results of in er-
' views and time record

9 StudentS construct a poster"
,

showing how they use their
ovintime.

.

10, Wass keep a scrapbook on
"How Teenagers Use Time.

11. ,Discuss the following topic:
"14e find time to do'the things
we really want to do."

12. Each student time himself at.
- a.task.

a. Repeat task trying to re-.
duce the time.

b. Compare the results of the
two times.

c. Discuss why the'time varies,.

13. Teacher demonstrates a time-
saving technique. Example:
ironing a blouse, setting up
room to sew.

14. Skit: Show unorganized way of
doing a task and then show the
same task in an organized way.
Example: Getting,dressed, set-
ting up a study ace, shampoo-
ing hair, doing ails.

13. Awareness of how personal 15.

time is spent can T.,..ovide a

realist4c basis for devel-
oping a time plan.

14. . Planning is thinking logi- 16.

cally oCuture activities
one wants to do.

6

Bulletin board: S ow. a combina-
tion lock-with'the.following
caption: "The Right Combination
of Plans Unlocks, Time for Other
Activities." ,

Read assignment about the steps
and .principles of making a pian.

A



GENERALIZATIONS.

15. Clearly defiqed plans .

help to accomplish what
one wants to do.

16. A realistic time
allows for flexibility.

17. Planning can contribute
to,understanding of how
a job is to be done.,

C./

18. Evaluation of the plan
upon completion can lead,
to new learnings for
later experiences.

it

0

LEARI1TNG EXPERIENCES

47. Students develop a &tory about
a teenager with many projects
and little time. (See attached
sheet.)
a. Students complete stogy by

planning the activities
within a specified time

b. Discusa planning and or-
ganizing principles in the
finished story.

18. Resource person: Discuss "Or-
ganizing 24 Hours." Example:
Airline ho'stes@, college stu-
dent, recent high school gradu-
ate with secretarial job, young
nurse -- telling how they fit all
their activities into a schedule.
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RESOURCE MATERIALS

THE BUSY TEENAGER 1

.

Grade Seven -.1-

Unfinished Story

'C2

This, story depicts a typical teenage girl, Linda who has

h full'scheidule'during those hourd after school.

Linda wants to make the basketBall game this evening'at

7:30. However, she has such fixed commitments as baby sitting,

helping with the dinner by setting the table; then dish washing

after the meal, completing her book report; then nailing to the

beauty salon. She doesn't want to miss the exciting ball game.

,Complete the story including ways Linda may complete or ac-

compl,ish her projects and yet go to the game.

8
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WHERE DOES IT HAPPEN?

4

Grade Seven'

Fill in the.word naming the area where each activity happens.

kROSS
1. Keep my comb at .school in my ?
2. Prepared'salad for dinner and found knife in drawer near ?
3.' Found seldom-used punch bowl and cups for serving after game refreshments

above the ?
4. Made new dress in ? area.
5. Spit time thinking about plans for weekend in ?
6. At lunchiat school in ?
7. Played TWISTER with brother and sister in t
8. Washed soiled slip in ? area.
9. Ate mi4night snack in ? when we had a pajama pa rty.

10. Arrived at school and_ put books in 1
11. Prepared home assignment in ? area.
12. Came home from school and put coat in ?
13. Needed to analyze evening news for English assignment so watched ?
14. Found Chicago map for going to Grandma's in the ?

°

V

4

112.

12.

I IMIMI= I
111111 IMMO

13.

car

DOWN
1. ,Needed hot pad to remove cookies

from oven and\located it near ?
2. Checked hair before class in ? room.
3. Did study in literature on

Longfellow in ? at school.
4. Made whipped topping for pumpkin pie

and found electric mixer in ? area.
5: Practiced for fooiball cheerleading ?
6. Studied recent clarinet solo and

practiced in school ? room.
7. Came home from sock hop and put

soiled clothes in ?
8. Stored outgrown clothes in ?
9. Pressed skirt before basketball game

and put ironing board in ? room.
10. Helped rake leaves in ?
11. Brushed teeth before going to bed in?
12. Stayed at ? because hair was in

rollers.
13. Put tall can of hair spray in ? of

nail polish.

9

I



Answers to crossword puzzle.

ACROSS DOWN

Purse 1. /Range
2. Sink 2. Rest
3. Refrigerator 11* Library
4. Sewing 4. Mixing
5. Bedroom 5. OutdOors
6. Cafeteria 6. Music
7. Gameroom 7. H.mper
8. Laundry AO. Attic

Kitchen 9. Utility
10. Locker 10: Yard
11. Study 11. Bathroom
12. Closet 12. Home
13. TV 13. Back
14. Car

15 10
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G.

LEVEL II
or

'. Grade 8.

cy
4

If '

WorkinkRapery

t

0-4 Weeks)

SUBJECT AREA CONCEPT: MANAGI1G PERSONAL ANDACONSUMER DECISIONS

Unit Concept I: Decision-Making \

Sub Concept A: Identificat4pn,of Decision
wow

Objective:

To identify types of deCisions and the p
decision-making.

GENEkALIZATION8

of

LEARNING EXPERIENCES :41414,14.

Present the terms management,'
4ecision-making, resources,
alternatives, choices, consumer,
etc.

1. ,Ira agement is necessary

i all areas of familyd:
li ing.

4
2. The ability to manage

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

resources wisely increases
satisfactions.,

pi 1

Each student define one of the
terms using the dictionary or
texts and restate the defini-
tion in his own words.

Students complete crossword
puzzle using terms and defini-
tions used in management.

Bulletin board:' Show cartoons
depicting management decisions.

Identify and discuss available
resources. Students role play
using imaginary decision-making
situations followed by class
discussion of'how more satis-
faction could have been achieved.

/
Note: The numbers preceding objectives, generalizations, and learn-
inging are only for identification to facilitate the evalua-

,-tion of the working papers.

1 8 13
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kl,TERALIZATIOUS

3, -Plans may incorporate
more than one decision.

. Resources include
energy, ability,
tools, and money.

5.

A

time,

owledse,

The use, of money may 4
fpt the use of other
resources.

r

LEARNING EXPERIENCES,

'6. List activities you, did yester-
day which required choice or

"decision, such as 'Study or
watch Dl, clean room or visit
with friend.

7. Buzz sessipns:. Small groups
discuss plans they have made
which call for more than one
decision and how all decisions
Ore interrelated.

8. Discussion,panelt Panel mem-
bers consider" advisability of
making, buying ready-made, re-
.modeling, or altering clothing.
Base deciiions on the avail-
able: resources.

9. Students give examples in which
time and energy save. money and
vice"versa. Break into sm411
groupsand work-up .skita to
illustrate.

A.

10. Compare and evaluate the time,
-energy, and money required
when using convenience foods
versus similar foods that need
preparation.

11. Students investigate .various
types of household equipment.
4ttocost, availability, .ease
of care, efficiency, perform -
ance, etc. In reporting to'
class.; students may.use- posters,.
pictures, and/or pieces of-
equipment.

14
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,

Sub Concept B: DeCision Process

Objective: To describe the qualities of workable alternatives.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Decision-making is a
prOces1 which involves
use of resources to
achielie goals that are
based on values and
,standards,

a

2. Effective organization
is related to optimal
use of resources.

3. Decisions on how much to
spend a purchase de- '

pend not only on the price
but also on what other .

items one could buy for
the same price.

LEARNI16EXPERIENCES

Provide each student a dittoed
thought litart like the one be-
low. GOA students a chance
to get started through class
discussion and examples. Each
Student works with his own `pals.

Values .5.e

Standards \

Resources

EXpected
Results

Goal 1 2 3. 4

2, List activities you would like ,.,..-

..-- to do but don'tsbecause of a
lack of time and energy. How
can they be inclUded and ac-
complished?

20 15

3. Students use role-playing to
.

dramatize a teenager anticipa-
ting how he will spend)
first pay check from hidjirst
summer job, receiving hecheck,
spending it, and how h feels

afterwarUs. Example: ould he
have been better satis ied
he had spent the money for
something else?



Sub Concept C: Characteristics of a Good Decision Maker

Objective: To describeithe difficulties
making decisions.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Understanding tand making
conscious decisions may

,help to utilize resources
more wisely and to make
them go further.

2. Learning to manage time
and interests wisely will
enable one to meet his
present goals in life suc4
cessfully and thus strive
for high91r ones.

3. No. matter how much or how
little money one has, it
is still important to plan
carefully the way one uses
it.

4. All human behavior is'
motivated by a desire for
satisfaction of several
different kinds of needs.

.5. Risk and uncertainty in
decision-making vary with
'people and situations.

21 16

encountered in

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Each student, after being
given hypothetical situations
and pictures from magazines or
catalogs, will make an effort
to. choose wisely. The choice
will then be explained to thee
group and defended if necessary.

2. Arrange a bulletin board of
possible future goals which'
most students will have in com-
mon. Using the bulletin bodrit,

' discuss decisions related to
the ultimate goal.

3. Students role play situations
which involve varying amounts
of money to show how planning
is necessary to achieve to
most satisfaction from any'
budget situation.

4. Students bring advertisements
to complEe a bulletin board
depicting different human needs
and how the manufacturer and

nZL
retailers app 1 to the con-
sumer's desir to satisfy needs.
Each student explains his ad-
vertisement and places it under
the proper section on the board.

5., Students read and discuss case
studies where risk and uncer- .

'tainty were involved in the
decision.

G



A.

Sub Co e t D: Considerations in Decision-Making

pbiecti :"To summarize the considerations.in d4ision-making.,

GENERALIZATIONS

.1
.,

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Everyone is a consumer . Students make group posters
, of all human resources,' depicting one activity which

o
makes use of all the human
resources.

2. Management can be ledrned 2. Students select a decision
and can always be improved. which they make regularly,

but which could be managgd
more.effectively.". Apply the
decision-making process.
Evaluate. Discuss ways evalua-
tion can be used to improve
future decisienS.

3. Discuss how management can be
applied to all aspects of
living, such as Spending money,
preparing and serving meals,
selecting and-Caring for cloth-,
ing, caring fob the home, and .

using leisure time.

3. As one makes decisions, one Students work in small groups
practices management of to present to the clasp ex-
himself. ample& showing how one manages

4
oneself through other decisions.
Example: Desisions made in ar-
ranging the .k.itehen make a big
difference in one's performance
and one's feeling about cnoking.

4. Choosing a suitable'job and' 4. Working in connection with the
doing it well an increase English .teacher, students write
personal satisfaction. a composition concerning the

relationship of satisfaction
with oneself to the efforts put
forth in selecting and doing a
job.

22
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EIGHTH, GRADE 'UNIT

MANAGEMENT
(3-4 Weeks)

SUBJECT AREA CONCEPT: MANAGING PERSONAL AND CONSUMER DECISIONS

Unit, Concept II: Values and Goals. Affecting Decisions

Sub Concept A: Identification of Values and Goals

sr-

1. Values
a. SourcesZ

b. Ranking
2

2. Goals,

a. Short term
b. Long term

3. Inter-relationshi/is of values and goals

Ob ectives:

' 1. To identify values and goals.

2. To identify the imgortance.of values and goals./(

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Identifying and under=
standing values assist
in making satisfactory
decisions.

'-a. Values are the
principles by which
we live.

b. A value is quality
that is considered
worthwhile,.

c. The understanding o
others' feelings,
titudes, and nee is

increased by kno i
their values. 2

gq

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Class analyze case studies
using situations related to
their age group. (See the sug-
gestions tn J.C.Penny magazine
Forum, Spring and Summer, 1969.)
Discuss values held in each

.eitdationaand where these values
were learned or what influenced
the person.to hold these values.

2. Brainstorni values from the class
discussion. Write ideas on
chalkboard.

a. Student writes in his own'words
the definition of value.

23 19
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GENERALIZATIONS

2: Identifying and under-
standing goals assist
in making satisfactory.
decisions.

a. A gdal is something
an individual attempts
to achieve.

b. Goal achievement begins
with realistic goals
and determination of
resources.

c. Individuals have mul-
tiple goals which often
conflict with immediate

,needs, wants, and emer-
gencies.

d. If no goals are present,
a

no management can take
place.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

4. Bulletin board: Depict various
values. A suggested title is
"Everyone Wants Transportation."
Show pictures of various modes
of transpoitation. Include the
phrase, "Values Are Seen in
YOur Choice.y On the board
have,a box of situations' that
a persofi making a choice or
transportation might have. The
students draw the situations
and tell about the values in-
volved in the fhoice.

5. Rank your aloes and try to
sdecie which are most important
to you.. List the values on
friends, nutrition, and clothes.

6. eiplay situation of a
fathAr and son playing football
Cogether and identify their
values.

7. Define types of oals, such as
persopal, famil and community,
and stNkrt term a d long term.
Use a check of parAcipation.

8. Differentiate between. s

and values. Choose a goal that
several people hold. Role play
to show how values may differ
in the same goal.

9. Identify a recent personal - goal.,
Analyze how and why it was
chosen. What values are in-

. volved?
aG

l0.

24 20

Make 'a plan for self improvement
and analyzeogoals involved. Use
a check list to determine com-
pleteness of analysis.
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,GENERALIZATIONS

e. Priorities and re-
.

laptionships.between

goals need to be
recognized.

f. Freedom to set one's
own goals is a
strong motivating
force.

g. Specific goals. are
more motivating than
general goals.

h. Achievilig sub goals
lends impetus to ob-
taining the major goal.

°St

7

3. Values serve as guides for
developing goals.

a. Goals are aims that
grow out of'values.

4. Values and goals influence
all aspects of living.

5. Values and goals are moti-
vating fox1ces in managemen

6. Learning to manage., your per-
sonal and consumer decisions
will enable you to meet your
present goals and values and
asrive for higher ones.

O

t.

EXPERIENCES

0

11, Discuss self - actualizing as

a motivating force after re-
porting on the article in
J.C.yenny's uni Fall/Winter
1969.

12. A feg students write a story
about a young person's goals,
resources, and background.

13. Prepare a bulletin board with
a chat showing' the relation-
ship of small goalS to the
ultimate goal. Make up a hy-
pothetical person and have
a'Istudent sketch a picture of
him.

14. Identify sub goals and goalp
that will help_a person be-
come all that he can become.
Show various routes the person
can take.

15. Analyze relationship between
values and goals. Use the
situations of he bulletin
board to assist discussion.
Prepare a bulletin board show-
ing pictures, cartoons, and
jokes involving goals'an
values.

16. List your activities of yes-
terday and tell what valuesA
wn*,goals might have-prompted
those decisions.

17. List the idea that goals re-
flect values in the subjects
of food, dating, clothes, or
career.

A
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GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

18., Explain how several recent
purchases relate to your
values and goals.

19. Read several case studios
of people and,their goals and
values in relation td deci-
sions made concerning grooming.

20. Discuss the goals, value, and
decisions involVed in,,whether
to,make or purchase a dross.

21. Divide. the class im,groups to
prepare five case studies.
Check the.quality of the work:

22. Analyze five case studies and
state the values and goals
that seem apparent. State any
conflicts between values and
goals.

23. Students prepare a flannel
board 'of decision-ffiaking situa-

tions. Class discuss goals and
values that might be involved
in the decision situations.
Check quality of participation.

24 Objective test: Include the
relationship between values
and goals.
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ncept II:' Values and Goals Affecting - Decisions

Sub Concept B: Factors Influencing Values

1: Family
2. Personal relations

Experience
Attitude
'Customs

6. Habits a

7. Availability of resources
8. Mass communications
9. Advertising

10. Religious background
11. Fashion

4

Objectives:

and Goal

-----

To describe the factors influencing valAlles,---iti

A
To summarize _the effects of valueKiii-gl ,si..4,-414 4ite ions.

114r
;=, To edMbiOtrA thffe-4-- --ty to make INIti al choices among

alt4rlai-Ves inatordance with-one's values and goals.
To deVelop some abilities in making valid judgments in

choosing goals which will fulfill values.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Goals and values are
influenced by many factors.

tl

a. 'Values are influenced
..V social and cultural
inflpences.'

0

27
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES
s.

1. Set up a role playing situa-
tion between Jane and her
mother. Jane has just pur-
'chased some eye shadow. Her

mother reacts to her wearing
the eye shadow to school.
Analyze the conflicting val
and the influences on them

0 .

e,'
2. Read and discuss articles on

the factors influencing goals
and values'as affecting deci-
sions. A few examples of
factors influencing goals and
values are as follows:

23,

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

Family
Personal reZation
Experience
Attitude
Customs
Habits
Availability of resources
Mass communications
Advertising
ReligiOus background
Fashion



GENERALIZATIONS

2. The family is the major
socializing influence
on person's values,
goals, and decisions.

a. Peers are a very
stxong

values a'

3. Clarification of values
and goats is affected
by 'management experience.

4. Attitudes gained through
experiences generate the
formation of values and
goals.

5. Customs of family, com-
munity, and country
facilitate the formation
of one'sWalues and goals.

0

.\

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

3. Use facsidile of chart below;
to show relationship of per-
sonal and family values.

-----71 m
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amily
alues

ersonal
allies

..

4. What values and goals do your
friends hold iji relation to
dating? Are your values and
goals the same? Are they dif-'
ferent? Why or why not?

5. Buzz groups: Discuss the fol-
lowing statement: Experience
is the best teacher.

6. In a paragraph, state your at-
titude toward smoking. What
values arg apparent from your
descriptieft? How did your at-
titude affect your values
toward smoking?

7. Interview persons from other
parts of the country or other
countries to discover how their
customs differ and how they
influence values and goals.

8. Obtain a list of pen pals from
all over the world. Each per
son write one person in another
country. Report to the class
on the values and goals of the
pen pals and relate these to
the influences of the country
in which they live.

24



GENERALIZATIONS

60 Planning should take
into account and
should reflect both
the personal habits and
values of those involved.

O

7. Development and appro-
priate use of resources
can help one-reikh goals.

a. Planning the use of
time, money, and .

other resources can
bring-greater plea-,
sure to life.

8: Mass communication affects
the values, gbals, and de-
cisions of people all over
the world.

9. The intelligent person is
well informed on adver-
tising techniques.

a. Advertising is in-
tended to influence
consumer decisions.

29

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

9. Break into groups and pre-
pare a skit showing habits
their peers have. At the
end of each skit ask the
audience to state what
values alibi goals might be
connected with these habits.

10. Role play a situation in which
a student purchases cosmetics.
Determine whether the student
will use cash or credit. Class

. buzz in groups and list how
human resources were-used to
obtain the moneyor credit in
order to purchase the cosmetics.

11. Listen to a favorite radio sta-
tion for one half hour. Make
a list of the ways the radio
station is trying to influence
your goals and values.

12. From the newspaper, clip arti-
cles that might influence your
goals and values or decisions.
Prepare an oral report to give
to the class.

13. Analyze advertising in group
discusdion and note the appeals
that are made for the desire
for friendship, appreciation,
approval, and success.

14.' Discuss how one can evaluate
cosmetic ads on TV, radio, and o

writtenlaterial.

15. Arrange a bulletin board of mis-
leading ads as found for clothing,
cosmetics, etc. Evaluate how
these affect values and goals.

25
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,GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

16. From a newspaper or, magazine
students select an appealing
ad,of a product other than
food. Each student analyze
her ad by answering such ques-
tions as the following: Do
you like it? What kind of
appeal does it have for you?
How does this influence your
values and goals? Can one
trust commercials? Discuss.

'17. List the techniques and
methods used to attract
the consumr. Mark the
most effective way.

18. List religious beliefs that
might affect your values and
goals.

9

O
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Unit Concept III: Consumer Rights and Responsibilities

Sub Concept A: Right to be Informed

C11

Sub Concept B: Right to Choose

Sub Codtept C: Right to Safety

Sub Concept D: Right' to be Heard

Sub'Concept E: Related Responsibilities of the Consumer

Objectives:

1. Tb explain the role of business,, in supplying informa-
tion and' in reacting to complaints and suggestions
regarding a variety of safe goods.

2. To describe government's responsibility in evaluating
and policing information and reacting to complaints and
suggestions in order to prect the consumer in,a com-
petitive, open market.

3. 4o identify the responsibility and right of the consumer
to be fully informed about the product he rationally
chooses. '

4. Tb demonstrate the ability to express suggestioris and
dissatisfactions in the fvaluation and use of safe products.

5. To explain characteristics involved in related consumer

responsibilities.

JO

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Both business and_con-
sumer upend on each
other in achieving
mutual goals.

2. An adeqUate supply of
consumer'information pro-

/vided by business facili-
tates the sale and safe'
operation of products.

31

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1) Discuss three mutual goals
business and consumers might
have.

2. Study various forms of con-
sumer information provided by
businesses regardiqg products.
Examples:
ads, labels.

3. Discuss the results of inade-
quate and inaccurate consumer
information on a business.

27



GENERALIZATIONS

3. A variety of goods sup-
plied by business enables
the consumer to choose
products based on his
peculiar needs and wants.

or

4. Consumers save by buying
the quality
to the way in wh'ch an
item will be used. <Sears
Educational Research
Service.)

5. Variety and qualitysof
goods available on the
market reflect the de-,3
6nds of the consumer.

6. Production of safe goods
contributes to efficient
use of the goods.

7. Businesa reaction to
sugggtions and cold-, .

plaints of consumers
promotes the quality of
goods and services.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

4. Identify the reasons for
o business consumer information

5; Identify and discuss the
variety of goods supplied by
business for one or two types
egbf products.

6. Predict the effects °Alton-
-

sumers of having only one
brand of good3forNeach type.

7. Students consider personal
needs and wants as a basis for
choosing a specific type of
goods. Explain how that goods
met your needs.

8. Study liarious goods for safety
features.

9/riist neral safety features-
desire in all products.

4,)

10. Discuss, the relationship be-
tween consumer safety and
efficiency in se.

11. Discuss how s ty in a product
affects the u f the product.

28-

12. Field trip to actory: Ob-
serve the step: ken in pro-
duction to insure safe goods.

13. Several students interview
various resource people from
business reporting how they
use consumer suggestions and
coniplaints to the best advan-
tage of the company and the
consumer.

4
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GENERALIZATIONS

8. Bubiness an;;Ivernment
action toward incorpor-
sting suggestions and
resolving complaints of
consumers facilitates
cooperation bekFeen bus-
iness and the consumer.--

9. Government must be aware
of problems existing be-
tween business and consumers.

10. Government responsibility
for consumer information
includes evaluating and
policing business informa-
tion.

11. Policing business informa-
tion facilitates quality
and safety of consumer
goods.

12. Relationships between bus-
iness and the consumer are
enhanced through government
regulation of consumer in-
formation.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

14. Panel discussion: Consider
valid complaints or suggestions

twith various areas of "teen"
purchases. Choose from the
following: clothing, Hi Fi,
accessories, cosmetics, and
grooming supplies.

15 Discuss the consumer's rights
and responsibilities when he
has been mistreat d in a bus-
iness transactio . Give
examples.

16. Arrange for a resource person
from the Better Business Bureau.

17. Students express their owq,or,
their'family's experiences with
reporting mplaints to a .bus-
iness and/ r to the Better
Business B reau.

18. Discuss ways in which government
gains information regarding
business-consumer problems.

19. List protective agencies which
rwort on business-consumer
problems.

20. List types of consumer informa-
tion.

21. Investigate how governmentaregu-
lates consumer information
through references, government
bulletins, papers, etc.

22. Observe TV programs and commer-
cials and report on how consumer
information was presented, what
was- presented, and evaluate the
content of the information.

23. Case study: Analyze business-
consumer situation where vern-
ment regulation is lackg.

3 3 29ck



GENERALIZATIONS

13. A competitive open market
provides a variety of
products by different
manufacturers at vary-
ing qualities and prices.

14. Government protection of
the consumer prohibits
the sale of unsafe goods
and services.

15. Government protection
against misrepresentation,
dishonesty, and fraud
contributes to fair bus-
iness-consumer practices.

16. Ude of knowledge of new
and available consumer in-
formation promotes intel-
ligent decisions when buy-
ing goods and services.

17. Consumer responsibility to
be informed includes knowl-
edge and use of all new and
available consumer informa-
tion."

a

/
LihNING EXPERIENCES

24./ Discuss how business-consumer
relationships are or can be
improved through government
regulation of consumer infor-
mation.

25. Investigate any type of store
and record the number of breads
and price of each brand for one
type of goods.

26. Investigate government regula-
tion of unsafe goods and ser-
vices.

27. Students report information
they gained, from investigation
to class.

28. Class cooperate with the
English department and write
an article for the school news-
paper to inform students on how
the government protects them as
consumers.

29. Arrange for a rOsource person
from the Chamber of Commerce to
discuss and answer questions on
how the government contributes
to fair business-consumer
practices.

30. Study all available consumer
information on a particular
product; make a choice of a
product to buy; evaluate your
decision based on the informa-
tion you had.

31. Conduct a class survey to de-
termine types of consumer in-
formation students are aware
of and use.

32. Students plan and construct
display showing types of infor-
mation a consumer shouldknow
about.,

30
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GENERALIZATIONS

18. Consumer respo4ibility
to be fully informed
about goods and services
contributes to making
rational decisions.

19. An info(med 1shopper has a
abetter opportunity t ob-
'tain the best buy foi the
Most he spends.

20. Re4ding and following manu-
fa4urers' information pro=
motesafe, efficient, and

\

effeCtive use of products.

I

( 21. Dealing fairlY\and honestly
with business results in
acceptance of One's consu-
mer responsibilty.

(

a 22. Comparative shopping leads
to more effective us of
money.

23. Comparative shopping s

to selection of the beat
constructed product.

24. Realizing the limitation

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

33'. Identify rational decisions.

34. Discuss how consumer informa-
tion contributes to decision
making.

35. Opposing panels discuss con-
sumer responsibility to be
informed.

1-!

36. Use skits to show situations
of following and not following
manufacturers' information.

37. Arrange exhibits of misuse of
products as a result of not
reading manufacturers' infor.:
mation.

38. Poster contest: Illustrate
proper and improper use of a
product. Cooperate with the \

t department.

39. biscuss how dealing fairly with
business lea responsibility
which the consumer should accept.

40. Make posters or bulletin board
showing consumer responsibili-
ties to business.

41. Identify sources of purchasing
of purchasing power en- power.
ables the consumer to make

'wise choices according to \ 42. Discuss limitations on pur-
needs and wants. chasing power.
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GENERALIZATIONS

25. Expressing suggestions
and dissatisfactions
facilitates open com-
munication between
consumer and business.

26. Reporting unlawful or
unfair practices to
proper authorities en-
ables one to assume his
consumer responsibility.

27. Reporting unlawful or
unfair practices to the
proper authorities tends
to help maintain a com-
petitive open market.

28. Characteridtics of re-
lated consumer responsi-
bilities include some
practices used in buying
goods and services and
consumer satisfaction
influenced by selection.

29. Use of the bestjurchasing
method facilitates ease of
payment by the consumer.

LEARNING'EXARIENCES

43. Studenta, list limitations
which they have on purchasing
power.

44. Socio drama: Show choice making
considering needs, wants,-and
purchasing power limitations.

45. Use skits of conversations, be
tween business and dissatia:'
fied customers.

46. Define the term "proper authot-
ities."

47.,°Describe the procedure for
registering valid coMPlaints
of gOods toward business.

48. Read a case study on a situation
of unlawful or unfair practices.

49. Write a.letter of report based
on the c study tcppropei
authorities. Check form, "Spel-

ling, etc. with English de-
partment.

/
50. Arrange for a resource person

from Chamber of CoMmerce or
Better Business, Bureau to ex-
plain how reports help maintain
competition.

51. Circular discussion: Include
factors to consider in buying
practices.

,

52i Use a case study of a consumer
with personal background infor-
mation and a variety of methods
by which hg might purchabe a
product. Students choose the
best method of purchase consider-
ing the character's background.

42



GENERALIZATIONS

30. Considerate handling
of goods promotes good
customer-business re-
lationships.

`31. Most consumers find it
necessary now and then
to return or exchange
merchandise.

32. Prompt return of defec-
ticre merchandise facil-
itates development of
satisfactory qual,ity
and service.

33. SelectIon of the most
desirable goods or ser-
vice considering all the
alternatives results in
maximum consumer satis-
faction.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

53. Role play various situations
of handling'goods in a store.

54. Brainotorm different circum-
ritanees under which it is nec-
essary to return merchandioe.-

55, Call or write several stores
to find out policies of re-
turning merchandise.

56. Role play situations between
customer and clerk in the
return of merchandise.

57. Write a letter including all
information to go with mer-
chandige being returned by mail.

58. Tell about "lemons" which were
sent back.

59. Buzz group activity: Each
group decide on selecting one
item from a group of goods at
varying prices with each mem-
ber of the group presenting
alternatives.

60. Use a skit showing the process
of selecting product consider-
ing the alterriatives and em-

. phasizing.satisfaction of choice.
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RESOURCE MATERIALS

Class Discussion Obs'ervation Checklist

KEY: V+ Volunteered constructive information
V- Volunteered but not correct or helpful
0+ Called upon and gave corr9ct or helpful information
C- Called upon and did not know answer
Q+ Asked helpfUl questions
Q- Asked irrelevant question and wasted time_

Students' Names

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

<14.

Date Date'
Topic: :

34
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CASE PROBLEM

Directions: Laura Jane has a monthly allowance of $10.00 which must
cover her exppnditures, such as entertainment, sods fountain.refresh-

p
ments, hose, underwear, accessories, school supplies, dues to organ- .

ftations, and gifts. Having difficulty in stretching her allowance
to cover these items, Laura Jane has considered the changes listed
below. ,Check with a + those things which would be wise decisions and
with an 0 those that would be unwise. Discuss in phe following para-
graph your decisions and reasons.

1. Dropiiing,out of the Girl Scout organization so she could
save the 35e paid in monthly dues.

. Limiting herself to 10c a day for confections and soda
fountain refreshments.

3. Buying one pair of nylon'panties fer $1.00 at a department_
store instead of two pairs of panties at 79e per pair at
5c to $1.00 store.

4. Limiting herself to one movie a week.

5. Limiting herself to 50e per week for confections and soda
fountain refreshments.

6. Giving 15e per Sunday eo church.

7. Giving lc per Sunday to church.

8. Limiting herself to 50c per month for accessories.

9. Saving 25e a week to cover cost of gifts and larger ite
of wearing apparel that she might wantto buy occasionally.

10. Asking her father for a larger allowance.

11. Allowing $1.00 per month for accessories.

12.° Buying ankle socks that wear longer but dost 85e per pair
rather than the 49c she has been paying.

13. Buying her English book with a classmate so she would have
more money for notebook paper.

14. Buying two kinds of paper--yellow paper for scratch
and smooth finish for work to be handed'in.

DISCUSSION:

aper

47:

Adapted from Evaluation In Home Economics, Indiana Home Economics
Association, 1964.
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Madison, Wis. 53701. "Help Your Child Learn About Money"
(Consumer Facts Series),"Money Management For Young Couples"
(Consumer Facts Series). "A Teacher's Guide to Credit Unions."

The Art of Decision Making. Minneapolis, Minnesota, General Mills,
Inc., 1956.

Hampton Roads Educational. Television Association, 52100 Hampton
Blvd., Norfolk, 8, Va. High School Economics - Personal Finance.

"Annotated Bibliography on Money Management." Consumer Education
Department, Household Finance Corporation, 919 North Michigan
Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois.

"Consumer Credit Calculator" (15 cents), and "Truth in Lending,"
by Richard Morse, 1966 (50 cents). Kansas State University,
Department of Home Economics, Manhattan, Kansas 66502.

"How To Buy Intelligently," Marshall Field & Company, Chicago.

National Consumer Retailing Council, Inc., 18 West 40th Street,
New York, N.Y., 10018.

"Youth & Money," by B. Paolucci & Helen Thal.



FILMS

Better Buying. Coronet Instructional FilM, 65 East South Water
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Consumer Protection (10 minutes), sound, black and white, and color.
Coronet Films, Coronet Building, 65 East South Water Street,
Chicago 1, Illinois. Decision-making in family buying.

Make Your Own Decisions. Ideal Picture, 417 North State Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

Measure of a Man (272 minutes), black and white. 'Free. Modern
Talking Pictures,3 East 54th Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Stability and foresight are key virtues of family happiness
and security.

Spotlight on the MiddleItillion6 (32 minutes), sound, color. Free.

News Sales Promotion Department, 220 East 42nd Street, New ttt
York 17, New York. This film shows buying habits of people
living in a metropolitan area.

Story of a Main Street Merc \ant (40 minutes), sound, color. Free.

Association Films, 561.Hilgro4e Avenue, La Grange,
0

Illinois. A story of a merchant who has served his community
for several years and looking back wonders if he lived up.to
the Golden Rule, the principles of honor, integrity, and ,

service.
z.

The American Customer (20 minutes), sound, black and white. Free.

Modern Talking Picture Service,`IndianapOlis, 4, Indiana. A
study o American shoppers,, their likes and dislikes, and the
many ways in which a successful retail company must strive to

(-satisfy each customer:

Understanding Your Ideals (;4 minutes), black and white. $2.00.

University of Oklahoma, Stillwater, Oklahoma. What, ideals are,

why important to well being and happiness, what they have to do
with character, right objectives, and goals.

Wise Buying (11 minutes), color. Free. Coronet, Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana. Four better buying questions asked the
audience.

Your Thrift.Habits (11 minutes), sound, black and white; or'color.
Coronet Films, Coronet Building, Chicago 1, Illinois. Story
of two boys and their problems of saving for future purchases.
Grades 6 - 10.
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LEVEL III
or

Home Economics I

(3-4 Weeks)

Working Papers

SUBJECT AREA CONCEPT: MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES WITHIN THE FAMILY

Unit Concept I: Influences 9f Family Expectations

Sub Concept A: Standard of Living

Ob'ecEivei:

1. To state the meaning of "standard of lividg."
2.. To define individual fat4 values and goals.
3. To identify family values and goals which affect

standards of,living.

GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. A standard of. living is 1. Read text, Management For You,
what One wishes to attain. chapters 12 and 13.

2. Values are principles o-r
qualities which one be-
lieves to be important.

3. Goals are those things
which one wants the most. a

4. Each individual must make
decisions about how values
and goals will be used.

5. Values and goals differ
among families, therefore,
resulting in different
standards of living.

41

2. Discuss what a standard of
living means.

3. . Students write their defini-
tions of a standard of living.

4. Discuss what individual family
values and goals are.

5. Discuss how values determine
one's goals.

6. Each pupil write a paper about
values and goals which affect
his family's standard of living.



Unit Concept I: Influences of Family Expectations (continued)

Sub Concept B: Level of Living

N

Ob ectives:

1. To state the meaning of "level of living."
2. To identify socio-economic influences.
3. To list ways and means the family is affected by

cultural influences.

4. To explain how technological changes continually
affect the family.

GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. A-level of living is what
°fie has attained.

2. Good management and care=
ful planning make.posSible
a high level of Jiving and
an improved standard of
liVing.

3. Socic-economic influences
affect the level of living.

.4. Socio-economic influences
are not the same in every
family.

5. 'Family traditions and en-
vironment affect the way
of living.

6. The family is always affec-
ted by change.

7. Technological changes are
constant.

1. Read text, Management For
You, chapter 13.

2. Discuss the meaning of letel
of living.

3. Each student write his defini-
tion of level of living.

A

4. Use illustrated presentation
with prepared transparencies.

5. Buzz groups: Students pre-
sent Soc.io-economic influences
to class:

6.' Students list-traditions within
their flimilies.

7. Students'discuss how tradition
and environment have affected
their families.

8. Charades: Groups act out dif-
ferent traditions for class
identification.

9. Brainstorm to recall changes
relative to families that have
occurred during the last ten
years.

10. Panel present major classes of
change and explain their effects.

11. 'Summarize using "J'orces For or
Against Change." (See Work Sheet.)
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Unit Co cept II: Time, Energy, Talents and Skills as Family Astiets
,

Sub Concept A: Increasing Effectiveneolpf Assets.

,a

Objectives:

1. , To state in one's wn words how work simplification
principles can be applied in the home.

2. To explain haw talents and skills can be improved.

GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Making and following a 1. Introduce work simplification
plan 'is helpful because principles using illustrated
work is done more ef- presentation.
ficiently and time is
left for other activi-,
ties.

. The t.mrk simplification
pridciples of rearranging,
eliminating, combining
and simplifying aid the
homemaker in completing
tasks efficiently.

3. Each family member has
talents and skills which
can be used as family
assets.

4. Talents and skills are im-
proved by body coordination
and experience.

4 8 43

2. Students select a household
task and make a worWplan
in class.

3. Home experience: Simplify
the selected household task
using the work simplification

4. Repot'orallY home experience
stating how work simplifica-
tion principles were applied.

5. Make bulletin boards around
the theme, "Talents and Skills
as Family Assets."

6. Present bulletin boards to
class for discussion and in-
,terpretation.

7. Discuss how, ysical growth
can improve a skill.



Sub Concept B: Utilization of Assets

Objectives:

1. To describe the purpose of the work curve.
2. To describe the factors which affect the capabilities

of the worker.
3. To list jobs within the home.
4. To expliin how human resources can be utilized to

accomprisii jobs within the home.
5. To recall how attitudes affect leisure.
6. To list hew the pupil's leisure time is committed.
7. To explain why the need for change and/or recreation

lip essential as related to work.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. The work curve illustrates
the input and output of the
worker for efficiency.

2. There are physical facto,
which affect everyone's
level of work.

3. Attitude affects the work-
er's accomplishment.

4. The contribution of each
family member to family re-
sources will vary with
maturit ability, time
ancOener

5. Jobs are accomplished more
efficiently when the work
area is well arranged.

6. A questioning attitude aids
in job analysis.

44

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Introduce work curve by means
of. a transparency. (See work
sheet.)

2. Students form conclusions re-
garding the work curve.

3. List on the board the factors '
which affect the worker's-output.

4. Discuss how the identified fac-
tors affect capabilities of the
worker.

5. Role playing: As a family unit,
illustrate jobs done within the
home.

6. Experiment with different,ways
of doing household jobs and de-
termine a preferred method.

7. Groups rearrange an assigned
area within the classroom and/
or home.

8. Pupils use question sheet,
"Evaluate Steps of a Job," and
apply to rearranged work area.

9. Report findings of rearranged
work areas to the class.



GENERALIZATIONS

7. Leisure activities may
be anything not classed
as work ot rest,

8. There are a number of ways
in zhich leisure time may
be committed and/or used
by individuals.

9. A change in a work situa-
tion is beneficial to
minimize fatigue.

10. Recreational activities
depend upon the interest
of the person.

11. The lack of planning often
iesults in a lack of bal-
ance between work, rest,
and recreation.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

10. Students analyze what leisure
means to them.

11. Each student develop a list of
his leisure activities according
to the following categories:

a. Time alone
b. Time with others
c. Services for others
d. Personal development

12. In groups of two, students com-
pare lists and identify reasons
for differences.

13. Divide students into groups
according to the least liked
task. Challenge the group to
add enjoyment to the job.

14. One girl from each group serve
on a panel to discuss the ways
to add enjoyment to a task.

15. Investigate and report recrea-
tional opportunities within
the community.

48.
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Unit Concept III: The Family as a Productive Unit

Sub Concept A: Respondibilities

Objectives:

1. To list the student's responsibil
2 To state why responsibilities are
3. To explain why the distribution o

differs among families. 4
4. To ummarize how attitude toward r sponsibilities af

fects amily_fproduction.

ties within the home.
important.

responsibilities

GENERALIZATIONS

1. High school girls have
the ability to perform
many of the household
tasks.

2. Distribution of respon-
sibilities within the home
is affected by size of
house, age and number.of
family members, type of
living, and physical char-
acteristics of the home.

3. An understanding of the im-
portance o4all family re-
sources by all family members
contributes to family unifi-
cation, building of good re-
lations, and family well-
being.

4. Responsibilities should be
shared according to age,
ability and her obliga-
tions of vario s family
members.

5. Resources differ among in-
dividuall and families.

6. Mutual appreciatiOn of the
part each member plays in
caring for the home strength-
ens family ties.

N.
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LEARNING EXPitIENCES

1. Students rite a paper de-
scribing t eir homes includ-
ing specif ed information.

2. StUdents list their own re-
sponsibilit es in the home.

C

3.- Buzz groups:-Discuss the ad-
vantages and esadvantages of
dividing famil respbnsibilities.

I
\'\

4. Students categrilze responsi-
bilities of family members.

5. Discuss the results of sharing
responsibilities in caring for
the home.

6. Make plans for redistributing
responsibilities in the home.

7. Show how appreciation of what
family members do affects how
an individual)feeisAPout-
household taxies.

. -
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Sub Concept B: Factors Influe

Objectives:

GENERALIZATIONS

To list ways a
achieve satisf

1. There is satisfaction
in a job well done.

Sub Concept C: Maximizing F

Objectives:

1. To explain the impor
tbwards goals.

2. To summarize how fa
family unification.

3. To summarize how th
development.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Working cooperatively in
a group makes a pleasant,
successful family.

2. Each family member has a
responsibility to con-
tribute to the resources
of the family.

cing Satisfaction

djeans familymemberti

c ions.in the home.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. List ways of achieving
satisfaction.

2. Students recall circumstances
which conttibuted to their
receiving satisfaction in a
specific situation.

mily Attainment

ance of families striving

ily
)
memberA contribute to

family provides for individual

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Students identify a goal
their family has attained.

2. Students interview their
parents to gain information
on how the family reached
the identified goal.

3. Discuss the value of family
cooperation in the home.

3. Family relations are st ength-
ened when all members c operate..

4. Learning to manage one' re-
sources provides for d fivelop-
ment of the individual

4. Take a survey, "How the family
has helped you develop as an
individual."

5. Class tabulate and discuss the
results.

6. Students make self-evaluation
- 'of strengths and weaknesses.
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RSOURCE MATERIALS

WORK CURVE

TIME

\H

COMPONENT PARTS OF THE WORK CURVE:

A Beginning of work
A-B Warm-up period
B-C Plateau of greatest steady production

C -D First major drop in production,

D Rest period
D-E Second warm-up period
E-F Second,plateau

Second rest. period

G-H Cessation of end (exhaustion)

G-I Anticipation of end

Gross and Crandall, Management for Modern Families (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1963), pp.226-227.
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0

FORCES TOWARD AND AGAINST
CHANGE IN HOME
MANAGEMENT

Toward Change

1. Tdc4nological advances
affecting homemaker
(equipment and products)

2. Mass communication tech-
niques including
advertising

3. Mobility:
a. Social
b. Geographical

4. Existence of a melting
pot for exchange of
ideas

5. Changing concepts of
roles in family

6. Changing ddmands on time
and energy:

a, Additions to
family

b. Gainful employ-
ment of homemaker

7. Emphasis. on informality

Against Change

1. Investment already in homes
and equipment

2. Cost of technological advances

3. Traditions of a region or
group

4. Isolation

5. Fear of neglecting family

6.. Perfectionist standards

7. Time and energy involved in
learning new methods

8. Fear of being thought lazy

Gross and Crandall, Management For Modern Families (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1963), p.84.

r- r. 50
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1

EVALUATE STEP OF A JOB

QUESTION TECHNIQUE

1. What is done? What is the purpose of the operation? Why

should it be done? What would happen if it were. not done?

2. Who does the work? Why does this person do 4t? Who could

. do it better? Can changes be made to permit a person with
less skill and training to do the work?

3. Where is the work done? Why is it done there? Could it

be done somewhere else more economically?

4. When is the work done? Why should it be done then? Would

it be better to do it at some other time?

5. How is the work done? Why is it done this way?

TASK BREAKDOWN TECHNIQUE

1. Eliminate all unnecessary work. k

2. Combine the operations or elements.

3. Change the sequece of operations.

.4. Simplify the necessary operations.

Ester Crew Bratton and Rose E. Steidl, Work In The Home
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1968), pp. 344-345.
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FAMILY RESOURCES

4

Knowledge

Money

Ability

Picture
of a
girl

Materials

Suggestions:

Energy

Multi-colored wedges.
Add pictures or symbols to represent the areas named

WORK SIMPLIFICATION PRINCIPLES: Rearrange

1(
Eliminate
Combine
Simplify



Physical

Emotional

'Suggestions: Red.bacground
o'

BracY letters
Green or. blue balencer

Add representative pictures

Mental

Spiritual

I

.VALUES

cr-

i .

Motivation in Management .

Cross andCrandall, Management, For Modern Families (New York:
Appleton-CentUrNr-Crofts 1963) 2177,

r
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DIRECTIONS:
Fill in the blank with the
word described.

ACROSS
1. The sum of what you want

or your goals
2. Something desired but not

necessary
3., Results of energy put forth
4. Those things we have to use

. 5. Time to relax and sleep
6. Influences of people most like

yourself in inheritance' and
background.

7. Direction of activities toward
achievement of goals.

8. Performance of labor for the
benefit of another.
A natural capacity or gift

0 Things which are necessary
11. Your surroundings

- 12. Job content
13. Exhaustion

A developed ability
15. To make less complicated
16. Time. to enjoy,. not working

time.

DOWN.
,,Influences of those of a
certain class of wealth and
services accumulated.

17, Your feelings about something
18. The'sum of what you now have

Something you consider val6able

.:20. Unpaid activities carried on by
family members which could be
laid for.

21. Non-work, non-rebt time
22. Energy consumed ,

23. A learned_principle or quality
regarded desirable
Changes brought. about by the use

of machines
25. Learned from ancestors
26. Something you wish to attain
27. Put4together

,

a 23
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Answers to crossword puzzle

ACROSS

1. Standalid of living
2. Want
3. Output
4. Resources
5.- Rest
6. Culture
7. Management
8. Service
9. Talents

10. Need.
11. Environment
12. Work

.13. Fatigue
14. Skill
15. Simplify
16. 'Recreation

DOWN

1. Socio-economic
17. Attitude
18. Level of living
19. Asset
20. Household production
21. Leisure
22. Input
23. Values
24. ,,Technological

25,4 Tradition
26. Goal
27. Combine

a
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WORKING TERMS
F

DIRECTIONS: The following terms will bg,,, used during the study of

the unit,"Managing Human Resources Within the Home."
Write the definitions in your own words.

1. Allocation

2. Assets

3. Attitude

4. .Combin

5. Culture

6. Efficient

7. Eliminate

8. Environment

9. Fatigue

10. Goal

11. Household production

12. Input

13. Leisure

14. Level of living

15. Management

16. Needs

r

58.
57
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Working Terms (continued)

17. Output

18. Rearrange

19. Recreation

20. Restrces

21. Rest

22. Security

23. Services

24. Simplify

25. Skills

26. Socio-economic

.40-A

27. Standard of living

28. Talents

29. Technological

30. Tradition

31. Unification

f
32. Values

33, Wants
1

34. Work

35. Work simplification
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PERIODICALS

"How to Keep a Flow of Space," House & Garden. April, 1969.

"Keeping a House with Emily Taylor," Good Housekeeping. April, 1969.



PERIODICALS (continued)

"Learning About Culture," Journal of
77-77
Home. Economics, Vol. 59.

April, 1967.

"Nothing is Ours Except Time," Holiday, May, 1968.

"Resting," Americ a . V . P. McCarry, August 17, 1968.

"Six Families Make Identical Space Unique," HouSe and Garden,
April, 1969.

FILMS

*Jobs for Application of Motion Economy.

*Home Management Work Analysis Method 2.

*Motion Economy as Applied in the Kitchen.

*Motions Take Minutes.

Motion and Time Study (1950), 16 mm, 9 minutes, sound, Southern
California.

Motion Study on the Job (1958), -.16 mm, 25 minutes, sound, Iowa
University.

Notion About Motion (1961), 35 mm., 48 minutes, sound on tape,
Minnesota.

Our Family Works Together (1958),*16 Mm.,11 minutes, sound,
Churchill-Wexler.

Step-Saving Kitchen, USDA, $2.25. 14 minutes, color, sound. USDA
designed kitchens showing many conveniences that can be and
should be built into a kitchen.

Story of Human Energy (1952), 16 mm., 9 minutes, sound. Modern.

*Study of Kitchen Work--Breakfast.

*Study of Kitchen Work--Dinner.

Yarn About a Kitchen, Iowa, $5.50. 20 minutes, color, sound. Time and
motion study of a kitchen plan, comparing the work and walking re-
quired to prepare the same meal in two kitchens.

*These films are available from the Purdue AV Center. All of these

films are in black and white, and silent.

a
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The Road to Responsibility, Procter'& Gamble, color.

What Are Job Families, Visual EduCation, color.

FILMSTRIPS

--/
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LEVEL IV
or

Grade 10

(4-5 Weeks)

Working Papers

'44

SUBJECT AREA CONCEPT: MANAGING FAMILY FINANCES FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF PURCHASING POWER, FINANCIAL SECURITY,
AND KNOWLEDGE OF FAMILY ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Unit Concept I: Factors Influencing Purchasing Power

Sub Concept A: Consideration of Goals and Values of the

Sub Concept B: Types of Income

Sub Concept C: Influences on Patterns of Spending

Sub Concept D: Credit

Sub Concept E:Checking Accounts

Objectives:

1. To explain the standard of living and the level of con-
sumption.

2. To identify the different types of income.
3. To compare Nal types of income.
4. To compare patterns of spending in relation to family

cycles.

5. To make a spending plan according to their own future
needs.

6. To define types of credit.
7. To explain how, one establishes and maintains credit.
8. To explain the use of a credit card as an instrument

for credit.
9. To compare the costs of credit.

10. To identify and compare the sources of credit.
11. To identify the outcomes of mismanagement of credit.
12. To state the needs for possible financial counsWling.
13. To summarize the use of credit.
14. To explain how to handle a checking account.

Note: CONSUMER EDUCATION RELATED TO FAMILY FINANCES is suggested
as an identifying course name for Level IV.

e3
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GENERALIZATIONS

1. Financial man
enables the f
'master rather
servient to

gement
mily to be
than sub-
eir income.

a. Values a d goals
should b carefully
conside ed to enable
one to ke wise use
of his esources.

b. Manage nt of their
financ s enables a
family to plan for
their tandard of
liVing.

c. Manag ment of their
finan es facilitates
famil spending to
raise their level of
consuription.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Use Modified Cutler Instrument
to determine standard of'living.
(Forced paired comparison'on
values)

2. Pre-test to illustrate values
andgoals. A.power column in-
dstrument could be useful.

3. Read Chapter 1 from Your Family
and Its Money.. Opposine panels
review main points of Chater.

Divide into groups: Discover
how various families achieve
their goals from "How America
Lives" series from the Ladies'
Home Journal.

5. 'Discuss how the occupation of
the wage earners mayoaffect the
income of the family. Introduce
the thought that educatiod may
determine total life earnings.
Assignment: Find statistics show-
ing this relationship.

2. Because fjts flexibility, 6.

money is important in repre-
senting decisions not yet
made an alternatives not
yet chosen.

a. L f time earnings in-
nce the purchasing 7.

p r of a family.

b. Th
mo

wa
th

8.-

ability to earn
ey affects the total
es and salaries of 9.

family.

c. Th fringe benefits of
a ob contribute to the
to al amount of repl
in Tome.

C
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Buzz groups: Define examples of
incomes. Explain how these in-
comes are related to each other.
What factors influence income?
How does education influence
income?

Reconvene to present ideas.

Discuss: Ability to buy' is-thus
a financial resource.

View filmstrip, Consumers in
Action, (Institute of Life
Insurance) to become oriented
to a young fam'ly's demands
on income.



GENERALIZATIONS' LEARNING EXPERIENCES

10. Select viewing groups for show-
ing of filmstrip, Marriage and
Money, from Institute of Life
Insurance. Each viewing group
assumes responsibility for one
question for follow-up discus-
sion. The following questions
are suggested:

a. How did the. young couple
learn to define goals and
make decisions?

b. What were some of their
goals and decisions?

c. List principles of sound
money management seen in
the filmstrip.

11. fir Or discussion: No two
f mil es, even though they have
identical incomes,will have
identical needs and desires.

12. Debate: Families have become
more dependent on money income
over the last 20 years. (HFC)

13. Free'gr up: Make bulletin board,
"Add Ce is and Sense to Your
Do rs (horn of plenty with
p'lam ey or desirable goods)
or "Mc a Mileage for the Family
)ollar' (footsteps laden with
money).

#0,

14. Extra credit: Read and make
written report from the follow-
ing list of suggested readings:

Money: Make It, Spend,It.t.
Sa've It, by Pauline Arnold
and Percival White,
A New and Different Summer,
by L. M. Weber
Rui Now, ay Later, by H.
Black
Mama's.Bank Account, by
K. Forbes.

O
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GENERALIZATIONS

3. Needs and wants above
available income require
wise money management.

4. The family life cycle af-
fects the patterns of
spending in the family.

5. Planned spending enables
a family to live comfort-
ably with its current in-
come.

6. Planned spending and wise
use of money make for in-
creased satisfaction of
the family and its members.

7. No ready-made formula for
family financial manage-
ment may be developed due
to the uniqueness of
families.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

15. Read Chapter 6 in Your Family
and Its Money to become aware
of alternatives in patterns of
spending.

16. Use graph or transparency of
graph of family income to an-
swer following questions:

a. How does the 'family life
cycle change family spending?

b. Explain the peaks of
spending.

c. Compare spending with income.

17. Construct chart based on family
life cycles and °demands on
family income. Use at least
two family life cycles. Compare.

18. Panel discussion: Considering
the family life cycle, (a) at
what time are expenses least?
(b) At what time are expenses
likely to exceed income? (c)
When is there greatest need
for savings? (d) How do the
changes in the family life cycle
apply to your family?

19. Discuss the balance of consump-
tion vs. production in the fam-
ily. Devise simple scale with
construction paper inoney, bags
and credit clouds of different
sizes for one side and shapes
of varying size illustrating
expenditure on the other side.
Name it the /Balancing the Spend-
ing Plan" game. Vary sizes of
expenditures. Balance with pro-

(
duction. State conclusions.
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GENERALIZATIONS

8. Keeping records may im-
prove the usefulness of
a budget.

9. 'he-budget (or plan) is
a tool for financial
planning.

10. Planned family sp ing
is enhanced by a b ance

between money incomed
credit with goods, ser-
vices, and taxes.

11. A critical appraisal of
advertising enables the
consumer to buy wisely.

. /LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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20. Bulletin board for hall display
case or library display: "How
to Balance Your Budge42" Con-

struct a scale wit weights of
part-time income on the left
and weights of consumption on
the right.

21 View filmstrip, Money Makes
Cents, from Naional Consumer
Finadce Corp. Give special
attention to idea of planned
spending.

22. Discuss: "Thought comes before
action." Why and how are ra-
tional decisions needed to ob-
tain needs and wants?

23. Brainstorm for methods of
handling an income.

24. Circular discussion: Describe
reasons and problems occurring
with each method.

25. Discuss methods of distributing
money in the family. Discuss
how they are affected by the
spending plans of the family.

26. List fixed and flexible expen-
ditures in the family.

27. Brainstorm reasons for keeping
expense records.

28. Drama: Cast of 6. Budgets or
Bust, Nafional Committee for
Education in Family Finance.

29.

dewing teams: Discover how a
ypical family develops a bud-
get from the filmstrip, smagfl-

\_uir for Better Living, Household
Finance Corporation.
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GENERALIZATIONS
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES

30. 'Discuss beta's of record keeping:

a. Simple a d easy to 'keep
b. 'Oonvenie
c. Adequate to show money re-

ceived, amount and purpose
of expenditures, and bal-
ance on hand

d. Co ela ed with financial
pl

31. Display and examine use of dif-
ferent methods of keeping ex-
pence accounts. Note:

a. Use of envelopes
b. Use of checkbook stubs and

balance sheets
c. Small notebooks for daily

expenses
d. Family expense account book.

32. Discuss: What steps are help-
ful in planned spending?

ti
a. Take inventory.
b. Decide on most needed and

wanted expenditures.
c. Give priority.
d. Define purposes of each.
e. Decide on quality and char-

acteristics desired.
f. Make organized shopping

list to reduce impulse buying.

33. Evaluate newspaper ads for those.
that "say nothing," "say little,"
"falsify," "say enough." Also
use TV magazines.

34. Divide class into panels.
tribute copies of Making the
Most of YoW Money, Institute
of Life Insurance. 11ak evalua-

tion techniques at the send of
each chapter for quick compre-
hension. Use teacher questions,
one per girl, for discussion.
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GENERALIZATIONS *!C 0 LEARNING EXPERIENCES

35. Divide into groups of ,five:
Each )3roup select one-topic in.
the booklet,. A Date with, Your.

,,Future for a report to the
class. .

I

36. Re.* eNpei-iencet Use the book-
let, A°Date with Your Future,
from Institute of Life Insurance,
as a basis for making a spending
plan.to.Tit.lhe student's future
needs.. Evaluate-by teacher and
student-Made checklist..*

Resource person: Social Worker
extensfon'agent, or financial- 1

counselor explains how he, heips
families to plan budget.

38. Class-prolectf. Make transpar,...
encies for'unit on,"Planned

1, &ending" or"Managing Money."'
Divide into groups. Each find

.... soUrce,matarialb, i.e., image-
zines, cartoons, bank brachures,
extension bulletins,yenney's
and SearS' materials. Select.'

one major idea., 'Developand'
formulate idea onto paper. With
teacher or audio-visual

v. make transparency.

12. Consdmer credit petthit's

the use of future, income
.to satisfy present needs
band wants; thePfore,:k.
maintaining a good credit
.rating enables one to
have the ehoice of using
his future income now.

C9
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39. Ray Penney's game, )Tinancially
a New Partnership." Select. one

couple for:whole class, or
,
di-

.vide,class into four groups to
use each case study:

40. Word association as pre:..test:

The following words are suggested:

collateral
money management
budget
disposable income
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GENERALIZATIONS

13. Establishing a credit
rating enhances the
family's ability to bbr-
row money in an emergency
and to establish credit
with new vendors in the.
same or new Localities.

. Maintaining a good credit
rating is essential'for

installment buying at a
.favorahletrate.

15'. The credit bureau facild-
tates'the application for
credit of 'Persons with no
previous rating.

16. Wise use of credit cards.
enables one to get the
most advantages and the
least disadvantages as-.
sociated with credit
cards.

17. Shopping for credit
leads to wiser use
of credit.

18. The increased costs of
consumer goods are. re-
lated to the costs of
credit.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

credit rating
delinquent
discretionary income
service credit
wage earner
bonuses
salaries and. wages

repossession.

ot.

41. Orient class with Household
Finance Corporation filmstrip,
"How to Use Consumer Credit
Wisely."

42. Read Chapter 7 in, Your Family
and Its Money for background
on credit.

43. Resource person: Di$'cuss the
work of the'credit bureau and
the value of establishing
credit to the individual.

44. From transparencies (teacher-
made from National Consumer

--Finance Association, "Consumer
Credit and You") decide what
the creditor wants to know - u

about the individual and what
the individual needs to .know
about the lending agency.

45 Interview parents for list of,
advantages and disadvantages
of credit cards. Discuss and
add to list.

46.' Make a mobile of four "C's" of
credit. Construct four large

,0.

"C's." Write name on one side

I\.

nd definiaion on the other
ide. (Character, Capacity,

Capital, Common Sense)

r0
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47. Read Thresholds to Adult Living,
p. 362, "How Much Debt Can A
Family Afford?"

48. Brainstorm for items frequently
bought on credit.
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GENERALIZATIONS

a

19. The different forms of
credit make it possible
for consumers to choose
the form best suited
their particular needs -

and 'situations:

LEARNING-EXPERIENCES

49. Seledt a credit problem from
the "Surprise Box," either for
mathematical solution to credit
cost pr choice o purchase
methoct with case studies,

50. Circular discussion: "If the
family uses credit wisely, they

0
will malc. e as large a downpay-

ment as possible-and take the
shortest time possible to pay
back the due balance."'

51. Debate:-(English Department
' may wish to qoopeiate.) "A pay
as- you -go basis and buying:
where one pays cash. contri-
-bute to definite savings for
the family."

52. List slogans such ai% "Cash',I's

Better Than Credit," "Install-
ment Buying Is Extravagant."
Select one for debate.

53. ,Examine samples of credit con-
tracts. Use student-made check-
list for content included.

54. Divide class into groups for
role play:

a. Family
° b, Small Loan Company

c, Department Store
.d. Bank.

55. Use play money and credit con-
tracts to purchase a color TV.
Family `should determine cost of
credit and Upisest method of :
purchase.

g.%

'56. Construct crossword puzile for
credit terms and type of" credit.

71
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20. The sources of credit are
categorized by the type
of lending institution.
The type of loans- may vary
according to laws govern-
ing that lending institution.

21. Awareness of the dangers
of mismanaging credit
aids in avoiding pitfalls
of credit.

22. The mismanagement of credit
results in financial losses
for the creditor and the
debtor. Mismanagement of

'credit may cause emotional
and social distress for the
debtor.

72

57. Resource panel: A banker, small
loan company manager, and de- .

partment store owner discuss
questions about types of credit,
sources of credit, effects of
truth and lending, and state
laws that affect their services.

58. View film, Credit-Man's Confidence
in Man (loan, Modern Talking
Picture Service, Inc.). Review
by asking, "Is credit man's con-
fidence in man?"

59. Role play: Group of young women
discuss charge accounts vs. in-
stallment buying vs. borrowing
from bank or finance company vs.
cash.

60. Examine credit applications
from different stores. Decide
what information you would want
before giving credit to a
stranger.

61: Selet a major purchase, such
as a washing machine or a port-
able dishwasher. View film-
strip, Money Needs Managing,
for ways of handling this pur-
chase.

62 Use case study on page 363,
Thresholds to Adult Living.
Discuss levels at which the
family might have avoided
financial disaster. Suggest
alternative solutions. ("Going
Broke in Ten Giant Steps").

63.- Students interview a family
financial counselor, a lawyer,
a judge, a social worker, or
an extension agent to learn
methods used to help families
manage their money.



GENERALIZATIONS

23. The wise use of checking
accounts facilitates the
accuracy of record keep-
ing and substitutes for
legal tender with a prom-
ise to pay.

73

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

64. Read pages 226-231, Your Fairtily
and Its Money, to answer the
question, "What are three func-
tions of chkcking accounts?"

65. Show examples of badly written
checks by a fictitious name.
Evaluate and list correct meth-
ods (procedures) for writing
checks.

66. Give each student a void, blank
check or construct a check.
Student makes out a check prop-
erly to the person on his left
and passes the check to payee.
Payee will then endorse the
check. Third person will use
checklist for approval for
cancellation.

67. Banker discuss the following
ideas:

a. Conditions under which a
bank may refuse to honor
a check

b. Overdraft
c. How to stop payment on a

check
d, .,Safe ways to pay bills by

mail
e. Value of a safe-deposit box

and its cost.

68. Students take tape recorder and
interview a banker. The follow-
ing questions are suggested:

a. What types of checks are
available?

b. What fees are charged?
c. What do fees cover?
d. What procedures must be

taken to open an account?
e. What happens to a cheek?
f. How can a check be certified?

69. Review tapes in class.



GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

70. Panel discussion: Problem- -
Mr. Smith had many things on
his mind,. For three months he
did not balance his bank state-
ment with his check book. He

received an overdraft from the
bank. He failed to

71. Compare the following costs and
convenience of various methods
of transferring money:

a. Money order
b. Cashier's check
c. Certified check
d. Traveler's check.

74



Unit Concept II: Elements Determining Financial Security

Sub Concept A: Insurance

Sub Concept B: Social Insurance

k, Sub Concept C: Savings and Investments

Sub Concept D: Legalities

Objectives:

1. To identify elements of financial security.
2. To explain the benefitslpf owning insurance.
3. To identify types of insurance.
4. To compare types of insurance.
5. To iantify the amount of security provided by

social insurance.
6. To identify types of investments and savings avail-

able to a family.
7. To identify legal instruments which protect the

family and ones which protect the lender.

GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

t. Financial security con-
tributes to the family's
peace of mind.

et,

r
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O

1. Display pamphlets of financial
security.

2. Discuss: Why financial security
affects peace of mind?

3. Discuss: What is financial
security? Why is it important?
What happens if you do not have
it?

4. Skit: Two women (or men) are
discussing their Christmas
shopping plans (problems).
One belongs to the Christmas
Savings Club. The other does
not.

5. Make a mobile of the types of
financial security with pictures
on one side and types on the
other.



GENERALIZATIONS

2. Insurance provides pro-
tection against financial
loss for the family.

3. The cost of insurance' is
related to the shared
risk with other policy
holders.

su.

4. Insurance available as
a fringe benefit with
employment influences
other insurance needs
of the family.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

6. View film, Life Insurance-
What It Means and How It Works.

7. Debate: One can never have
too much insurance.

8. View film, Time--Place to Grow.

9. Discuss what the families in
the film did and what else
might they have done.

10. Socio-drama: "I'll never buy
life insurance--I don't be-
lieve in it.

11. Invite ano4nsurance agent to
explain the types of insurance
and their purpose. Prepare
qUestions.

12. View film, The Man From
Sp

13. Complete crossword puzzle
adapted from "Policies for
Protection."'

14. Students report from pamphlets:
Health Insurance, Some Consumer

7-''Facts and Life Insurance, Some
Consumer Facts.
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15. Discuss newspaper articles
telling of different accidents.
Decide what type of insurance
would have been best for the
people involved.

16. Place articles with solutions
on bulletin board following
discussion.

17. Complete quiz using other
articles.



GENERALIZATIONS

5. Social insurance con-
tributes to the finan-
cial security of the
family.

6. Wise use of income may
contribute to savings.

1-4 1.4
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES

18. Panel discussion: Use-TV families
as people needing in2urance. What
type do they need? suggested
families include the following:

"Petticoat Junction"
"My Three Sons"
"Family Affair"
"Dick Van Dyke"
Soap operas.

19. List types of social insurance.

20. Interview social security agent.
Report to class about why it is
important for high school stu-
dents to know about social se-
curity.

a. Social security number
being used now for many
identifications.

b. Staying at ajob for at
least a quarter is important.

c. Emphasiie three year check
program.

d. Important applications.

21. View film, Your Social Security.:\

22. Report on pamp let, Planning
Financial Sec t".

23. _Discuss chart of process of
social security from Dept. of
Health, Education and Welfare, .

Social Security Administration.

24. Pupils utrite paper: If My faMily
was buying insurance for, the
first time, what would' be the
best policy (or policies) for
them.

25. Complete comprehensive test on '
insurance.

26. Buzz group: Discuss reasons for
saving.



GENERALIZ TIONS

7. The sd fety margin and
expec Rd return rom
savin 's and inve ments
enable one to choose the
type o savings and in-
vestme ts for the family.

III

8 By settling aside part of
the in4me for produc-
tive purposes, current
income s enlarged or en-
hanced y interest and
dividends of savings and
investm nts.

9. BavingaIwill contributes
to the security for fam-
ilies wi4 minor children.

Making a will to prot9t
the survivors promotes
financial security.

11. Garnishments and liens
tend to lower the finan-
cial security of the
'family.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

27. Skit: Two pupils are discussing
gifts for friends. One has been
putting an amount in the blink
each week. The other has not.

28 bebate: When a family saves, it
denied the family what it could
have now in order to have some-

,

thing later.

Panel discussion: When a family
saves, it chooses not to spend
on regular living expenses but
on something else, such as a
new car, insurance, education.

30. View film, Of Mutual Interest.

31 Interview resource people, bank
personnel, savings and loan
personnel. Explain savings
account and other means of
saving with the resources
available.

32. Lawyer discuss who needs to
make a will.

33. Panel discussion: Everyone
needs a will.

34. Panel discussion or symosium:
The following topics are sug-
gested:

a. Wills and estate planning
b. Their contribution to

economic security
c. Their advantages and

disadvantages
d. Important considerations

in drawing up a will.

35. Discuss pamphlets: Important
Papers- -

Where Are They?
What Are They?
Are They La To Date?
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GENERALIZKI'IONS LEARNING EXTER\IENCES

11,
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36. Formulate steps in making a
will.

37. View transparency with chart /
of how Indiana law of descent
works.

38. Skit: Family has decided to
mortgage the house they are
living in to pay two months'
hospital bills. When they
apply, for the loan, they find
a lien has been placed on their
house by the real estate man
who sold them the house. They
still owe him $5000.

39. Unit test: Incltde elements
detellmining financial security.

V



Unit Concept III: Factors Affecting Buymanship

Sub Concept A: Factors Related to Price

Sub Concept B: Protection of Consumer Goods

Objectives:

1. To state the factors related to the price of goods and
buymanship for the family.

2. TO demonstrate the laws of supply and demand.
3. To define,the use of CPI.
4. To explain how consumer behavior can affect the market

place and the national economy.
5. To describe overhead costs of businesses and the effects

on price.
6. To identify consumer surplus.
7 To explain how price is affected by value and cost.
8. To define protective laws (federal, state, local) for

consumer goods.

GENERALIZATIONS

1, The ability of the family
to .operate effectively in
the market ( buymanship) is

enhanced by consumer pro-
tection activities of goy--
ernment and private agen-
cies and is constrained by
price.

2. The supply and demand of
goods and services contri-
bute to-the changes ( va-

riances) in price. Bargain-
ing influences the supply
and demand for goods.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1: Pre-test in form of word as-
sociation of terms related to
this unit, such as the follow-
ing:

a. Advertising
b. Discount store
c. Guarahtee
d. Store services
e. Quality
f. Consumer protection.

2. Committee' design a Jaulletin
board or, poster to show how
supply and demand and the
money available. are inter-
twined with seasonal varia-
tions or clothing fads.

3. Study and discuss, "If consumer
credit were suddenly no longer
available, how would it affect
family levels of living, the
economy, business (the entire
market), you personally."
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4. Discuss the following: An
economist has said, "Every
week 15 new products are in-
troduced into supermarkets in
the United States, but only
five or remain on the
shelves for any length of
time." Use this quotation
as the heading for a bulletin
board. Under it display pam-
phlets, clippings, and bul-
letins which will help.the
students gain insight into
marketing.

3. The previous use of money
affects its availakility.

81 82

5. Working in small teams, pupils
find answers to questibns put
forth to them about marketing.

6. btedents writedown at least
five ways they would like to
spend $10. Aqsume that if you
choose one of the five, you
cannot spend the money in any
of the other four ways. How
would you make your choice for
spending the $10. What values
would influence your decision?

7. Each time you spend $5 you
give up other things you could
buy with that $5. Think of the
last item you bought costing
$5 or more. Write down at
least three othei ways, you
could have spent that $5.

8. In family spending, one major
purchase often means giving up
other things individual family
members might like to own.
Assume a family is considering
a $.500 color TV. Write down
at least five other ways the
$500 could be used by most
families.



GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

9. Pre-test to determine how
available or scarce pupils
consider money to be. (Many

students in our affl uent so-
ciety do not see mony as a
scarce resource.) Discuss
how available money is to
them:

a. Is there anything you
have recently wished you
could buy?

b. Why didn't you purchase it?
c. Could you have bought it

if you had not purchased
something else?

10. Test again to see if student(
have realized the scarcity of
money and thiiropportunity

costs.

11. View film strip, The Role of
the Consumer in the Market Place.

12. Follow with Class discussion:

a. was Ann an informed consumer?
Support your answer.

b. Did she show skill in her
choices?

Support.
c. How did she figure what the

real cost was?
(Real cost was measured by
what she had to forego.)

13. Discuss proverbs such as the
following:

a. "Getting money is like dig-
ging with a needle, spending
it is like water soakille

into sand."
(Japanese Proverb)

b. "Money is like a sixth sense
without which you cannot
make u4g of the othe'r five."

(Somerset Maugham)



GENERALIZATIONS

4. The expenditure patterns
of American families af-
fect the consumer Tice
index (what a co 00.tY's'
future price will. be.') -

5 Business overhead costs
cofttribute to the price
of the goods; therefore,
anythlpg which increases
these peripheral costs
tends to increase price.

F 3

0

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

c. "He wha buys what he does
not need steals from himself."

(Swedish Proverb)
d. "He who buys what hq does

not want will soon want
that which, he cannot buy."

(Anonymous)

14:' Discuss the Past poor buy each
student made. Analyze.

15. Use a circular response to .the
topic, "Howto spend yourself
rich."

16. Students watch local paper
front page for the CPI.

17. Show two 'different months'
Consumer price indexes on
overhead projector. -Discuss

" how much pUrchasing power has
changed.. Would $500 in the
bank for a year earning 5%
interest have really earned
anything if the consumer price
index went up 5% too?

18. Discuss with persnns from
businesses wRich-affected the
arise or fall of the CPI what
factors resulted-inthe change.

19. Study
sumer
rises

transparency chart on Con-
price indeX specific
such as medical care costs.

20.' lass diScussion (or poster):,
1hy does credit make busines's
overhead go up?

21 ,Brairistorm on "How or why is
credit worth the price you pay
for it through business over:
head, ?" Summarize,'

84 '
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GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

22. Group debate after studying
information on trading stpmps
oh the issue, "Trading seamps
raise prices." (Alternative:
Use opposing panels with one
being the positix4 and the
other being the negative.)

8 4 85.

23. Discuss some things customers
do that raise the maintenance
costs of businesses, such as
careless handling of merchan-
dise; usingrand then returning
some item; shopliftihz.,

24: Discuss operating policies that
increase-business overhead.
What are some of these policies
and how do they affect the cus- \
tomes'? 'Stme operating policies
to be discussed include the
followiig:

a. Fairness
b. Relikility of Advertising

and Maling
c. Helpfulness

Cleanline'es

e. Orderliness.

25. Shop in at least five places
for one item. Report to the
class on prices, features,
guarantees,- services and treat-
ment received in different
stores. Summarize findings.

26. View film, Too Good To Be True.
Introduce advertising.

27/ Invite a resource person to
demonstrate the ideas behind
persbasive selling, attractive
packaging, and messages on
labels. Students work.together
on a chart list of ideas en-
titled, "Getting Your, Money's
Worth."



GENERALIZATIONS
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES

28. As apecial project volunteers
condutr a survey OnA set of
mounted advertisement's or on
an item such as pre-soakers.
Report findings as to the most
popular .and theorize why.

29. From a newspaper or magazinei
each student select what he,
considers to-be a superior ad-
vertisement of a product nther
than a food product..' Each ana-
lyze. the advertisement by 'an-

swering the,follOwin& questions:

a. Why did irimpress-you?
b. What does the product con-

tain, and ho!k-tis it'Made?'

c. Is the product herleficial?"
In what, way ?.

d. Does the item carry any
seals identifyingifs,qual
ity .or avoidance of authori-
tative scientific test's?

If so, what are they? ..
e. What explanation or de-

scription indicates the
degrees of usefulness?

f. What explanation or de-
scription is an indtgation
of quality? fl

g. Name any statements.which
appear to be evasive or
misleading.
Are any statements seemingly
unethical bacAuse of direct
statements or impliCationts?

i. Is the product harmful of
dangerous? In what way?

j. What kind of appeal did it
have for you? Did you feel.

0.t below your intelligence?

3Q. Committee arrange"a bulletir
board of misl-eadint "come%-ons'. %," -
or advertising as foundin dif- 4

ferent areas such as, food, cloth-
ing, cosmetics, appliances.
Evaluate. Which appeals to the
emotions? Why?
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GENERALIZATIONS ." LEARNING EXPERIENCES

31. One gip present minute drama
(for class reaction) in which
they try to sell a new product
to the 'class.* Conclude with a
summary of values gained.

32. List guidelines for the consumer
in considering these "come-ons"'

a in relaticin to money available

for purchetidg.

k
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33. Develop a form for students to
take home and complete the fol-
lowing:

a Select a one-hour time period
on TV or radio (if possible
one-half of class on each).

b. Count the number of advertise-
ments.

c Total the time of advertising
in the hour.

d. List products advertised.
e. Note to whom each advertise-

ment was directed.
f. Find out where the consumer

would buy each item.

34. Circular response to the question,
"What are some services stores
offer that the consumer may ob-

i

tain, such as credit, delivery,
and comfort ?"

35. Discuss the following questions:

._
e. Who pays for these services?
b. What would be a customePX

reatons for shopping at a'
store that offered many ser-
vices even though he knew he
was paying a little more for
this service?

36. Circular response to tie ques-
tion, "Do bug'inesses have a
maintenance cost?" Support as
to what kind they have or the
reasons why they do hot. Class
summarize the responses.'

P.4



GENERALIZATIONS

6. Consumer surplus is
related to the pos-
itive difference be-
tween value and price.

L,

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

37. Class discussion- or committee
researches afteT reading some
newspaper articles about per-
sons arrested on shoplifting
charges. pho pays for this,
what is penalty, and what are
the warnings posted?)

38. Class give three reasons why
prices for the same or similar
items may be different in dif-
ferent stores.

39. Committee arrange a display of
cosmetic ids. Committee ana-
lyze and rport on what is
learned froth consulting labels,
findings from consumer reports,
advertising "gimmicks," and re-
lation of price to type of
container.

40. Define consumer surplus as being:

a. Pay less for something titian
it is worth.

b. Use longer t.4.an expected
to do.

c. Use for more purposes than
expected.

41. Use case study about a compul-
sive buyer who overbought and
as a result had unused items.
Class working in groups decide
on the best *way to handle these
possessions,. Outline some
creative plans for getting
something out of them.

42. Use ease study to show, how con-
sumer surplus may result from

4 the above mentioned th,ree ways.
Use overhead projector or trans-
parencies of cartoons to show
these three ways,

88
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GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

7. Value to the consumer
is independent of
market price.

8. Varying sales taxes result
in higher costs.

C8

43. Discuss why price tags cannot
always be hung on the satis-
faction received from the pur-
chases. Recall purchases which
cost little but gave satisfac-
tion; those that cost a lot and
gave little satisfaction; those
that are expensive and gave
much satisfaction; those that 4

cost little and were worth less
in satisfaction. Discuss how
the ability to recognize quality
and to predict the usefulness
of a product may help one make
a rational decision when choos-
ing among alternatives.

44. Discuss the following statement
with circular response technique:
"Choices made at home, rather
than in the market are likely to
bring more satisfaction."

45 Consider the following quotation
with circular response technique:
''Everything is worth what the
purchaser will pay for it." Do

you think this is true, untrue,
or thatvt depends on circum-
stances? Give reasons for your
answer.

46. Each student write down at least
five things he would like to buy
within the next three months.
Now write each item's probable
selling price. Check prices in
a catalog and/or retail store.
Compare guesses to actual prices?
Are these items worth in value
what the price -is? .

89

47. Class discuss the varying amounts
of sales tax in different-tqates
and how it affects purchases of
contrasting amounts. Example:
What is Indiana sales tax (2%)?
How much extra would you need to
consider when making each of the
following purchases:
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GENERALIZATIONS

9. The consumer is aided
in his consumption of
goods and services
through federal, state,
local, and private
agencies. A

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

47. (continued)

90

a. $ 10.0Q purchase
b. 100.00 purchase
c. 500.00 purchase?

What are some sales tax amounts
with which students are familiar
in other states? (Illinois 5 %,
Maine 7%, Pennsylvania 5%.) How
would the price vary on the
$10.00, $100.00, and $500.00 pur-
chases from the total prices
figured for Indiana? Consider
the'total price including sales
tax on a car pUrchased in
Indiana as compared with buying
it int"tine?

48. Look over'income tax forms to
see -how much sales tax is de-
ductible. 'Discuss why this in-
formation is valuable in con-
sidering,price.

49. Bulletin board; "Do I Buy in
Maine or Indiana?' Show income
tax form with sales tax part
outlined. Use play money with
etch bill having different
State names and their sales
tax rate on each bill.

50. Groups of pupils find which
agencies aid the consumer and
whether they are federal, s -tate,
local, or private a their
functions. The info ati ©n

could be presented to the entire
class through a symposium or
panel of resource people or tape
recordings of interviews with
people from some of the agencies.
Use a check list to identify the
functions that apply to each. A

fact sheet could be formed for
community distribution. The data
could be edited by a student com-
mittee, duplicated, and made avail-
able to other classes, organizations,
etc.



GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES
0
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51. Discuss why the consumer needs
protection and how and when to
use the appropriate agency.
Students write letters of com-
mendation or complaint for a
product or service purchased.
Mail selected letters and ex-
amine the responses in class.
Illustrate the value of expres-
sing favorable comments to the
business community and of prompt
reporting of any fraud and mis-
representation.

52. Working as committees, each
group in class do research on
a particular type of hazardous
consumer product. Compile
findings into a class report
for use when needed. The com-
mittees may want to explore
what safeguards on each item
are used as a service. to the
public.

53 Each member of the class watch
TV for ads on produ is that
_might constitute a ealth or
safety hazard. Kee a list of
these items on the chalkboard
or on a chart enlarging the
list as new discoveries are re-
ported. List ways consumers
could help alleviate'these
hazardous commodities.

54. Consider ways family buyers are
making use of these consumer
protections and cooperating with
these agencies as part of their
consumer responsibility.

55. Review lawsland codes regulating
the marketing, of new producp.
ComMittees invent new products
and report to class which laws'
and codes would regulate future
marketing of such products.

or*



GENERALIZATIONS

92

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

56. Plan a field trip to a food
processing plant so students
can see what measures are
taken to agsure that the prod-
uct is clean and pure when it
is packaged. List these mea-
sures and determine which are
required by the government and
which are voluntary on the part
of the firm. Does the firm use
additives in, processing the
food? Is this dangerous or
protective?

57. Investigate and find out what
information-is requir4d by law
on labels for certain types of V
merchandise such as cosmetics,
textile products, upholstered
furniture. A display could be
used here.

58 4n the catalog or at hom find

several examples of guar tees

or warranties. Committees pre-
pare displays showing advertise-
ments of seals of approval, ac-
tyal merchandise with seals of
approval, guarantees, and war-
rantees. Each student or group
study two guarantees, and re-
port answer to questions such
as the following:

a. What is period of coverage?
.b. Is it unqualified or debatable?
c, How can the- consumer recover

his loss if the product does
not measure up to expectations?

d. Is warranty general in promises
N

ior specific enough to give the
consumer confidence?

e. Point out weaknesses or strong
characteristics,not previously
covered.
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G ERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

59. View film, Approved la the
Underwriters.

60. Working in groups, ktudents
evaluate labels'. Suggest ways
they might have be'en more in-.
formative. Report findings
to class. The following cri-
teria are suggested:

a. Ingredients stated
b. Instructions clear
c. Cautions or warnings stated
d. Standards clarified.

Compare two labels and support
why one is b6tter than another.

61. View filmstrip, Better Labels.

62. Opposing panels: "We should; or
should not, have a simple plan

ego of grade labeling as an example
of quality standards."

63. Use cartoon case studies on
overhead projector or as poster
or bulletin board. Use with
class discussion to solve prob-
lem of which consumer protection
Aency would be most appropriate
as a source of aid for each
short case study$

64. Group of students study and re-
._

port on problems that may result
from failure to understand con-

. sumer rights and to accept con-
sumer responsibilities.

a

65. Buzz groups: Discuss the meaning
of Rousseau's words, "Never ex-
ceed your rights, and they will
soon become unlimitd."

93
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Workiqg Papers

NON-MAJORS OR NON-MINORS .

(One Semester)

SUBJECT AREA CONCEPT: EDUCATING THE CONSUMER FOR MANAGING
THE -FAMILY'S RESOURCES

'bill t Concept I: Facets of Management

Sub Concept A: Management

Objectives:

1. To state in one's, own words the meaning of managemen
2. To explain the relatibnship of management to attain-

mentof personal and family goals. /'

3. To identify the components of the management process.
4. To recognize the contribution of organizatioq in ef-

'fective management.
5. To list considerations related to the steps in decision

making.

6: To explain the way opportunity costs limit decisions..
7. To summarize factors involved in implementation of

decisions.

GENERALIZATIONS

Management enc7passes i)

processes that enable per-
sons to,realize their

and nd achieve goals

through effective utiliza-
tion of human and non-
human resources.

2. Components of the manage-
ment process are making the
plan, controlling the plan,
and evaluating thd plan.

3. Organization is the result
of management in the past.

4. Standing plans, past deci-

sions related to physical
'environment", and habits in-
fluence current management.

101

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. (Forum, J.C.Pehney Company,
Fall, 1969; is devoted to"Self-

,
Actualization Through Management
of Resources." The teacher may
find case studies, illustrative
and reference material, ideas
for learning experiences, etc.)

2. Flannel board talk. Use a tested
recipe as an illustration. Dis-

cuss: What results of past ex-
perienceve in this recipe? If
you weresing the recipe, what
helps would you have in equip-

ment choice, arrangement,ef work'
place, ways of working?

im;

11,
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GENERALIZATIONS

Every decision alters the
factors in subsequent de-
cisions.

air

LEARNING EXPERIENCES,

3. Role playing: Act out situa-
tions in which current choices
are limited by previously made
decisions,

\5

6. Three phases of decisi nL .

making are as follows:

a. Consideration of
alternatives

;

b. Selection of one
alternative

c. Motivation toward
that alternative.

7 Factors that influence the
difficulty of decisilp
making include the following:

a. Importance of results
b. Difficulty of evalu-

ating Autcomes
c. Closeness of cost of

alternatives
d. Closeness of satisfac-

tions or dissatisfactions
among alternatives.

102

a. To wear a certain,dreSs
today.

b. To buy a car or save for
college.

4. Plan and present minute dramas
to illustrate difficulties in
decision making.

5. Discuss minute dramas: What
caused the difficulty of the
decision in each case? Sum-
marize by listing the charac-

"--terisLcs of difficult decisions.

6. Carefully read a case study of
a family faced with an important',
decision. Write an analysis in
which the decision and the alter=
natives are identified. Discuss
"the importance of the decision
to the family; compare the costs
of the choices and the satisfac-
tions for each choice.

7. View the filmstrip, Marriage and,
Money, which may be purchased
from Life Instltute. Observe'
for later discussion: What big
decision must Harry aped Millie
make? What choices do thel have?
What would you recompend?, Be
ready to support your statemell.
Why is this decision so difficult?

(Al
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GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

8. *14f0 makes a decision 8. Write and pr4ent a skit in
lAt kever takes the J which -
first step in carrying
out that decision, the a. a person fa
decision was not actu- through aft
ally made. is mad br

Oft

t7.

r

to G 0
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to follow
decision

b. a person ediatel
on his desi ion.

Tape skits and play back for
discussion.

CI
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Sub Concept B:, Resources.

-:Objectives:

1, To 1iot the var mia resources that may be managed toward
4' the attainment of goals.

2. To explain theltnfluence of certain characteristics of
resources on their use.

GENERALIZATIONS

L. An awareness of available
resources facil tates the
attainment of g ls.

2. Both human and non-human
resources contribute to
the attainment of goals.

3. The ability to substitute
resources facilitates
their use in attainment
of goals.

4. The degree of scarcity
of resources determines
their importance.

5. Decisions about the uses
of one resource affect
the use of other resources.

6. Resources may be used in
many ways but only toward
one goal at a time.

O

101

fi

LEARNING. EXPERIENCES

1. Brainstorm for available
resources.

, '2. Read short case studies and
discuss resources used to
attain goals. (Example:
Wilhelm, Heimerl, Jelle6r,
Student Activity Guide for
Consumer Economics, 3rd Ed.)

104

3. Make a list of available re-
sources aril classify according
to human and non-human resources.

4. Brainstorm to find out common
characteristics of resources:

5 Circular discussion: Consider
Hoyt's four guides to maximum
satisfaction. (Gross and
Crandall, Management for
Modern Families.)

6. Use illustrated talk to com-
pare the cost of time, energy,
and money.

7 Use flan-o-gram to show vari-
ous resoOrces'of an individual.
Then through examples show how
once a resource is committed
to pne goal. it cannot be used
toward another goal.



GENERALIZATIONS

7. Awareness,pf the char-
acteristics of re-
sources facilitates
their effective use.

.11

J

(

LEARNING EXPERIENCES'

4,

8.._Set up an exhibit using
balance to show how the
sources'need to have a
'balance.

a

re-
,

On each block have a picture
or word to represent various
resources and show how you
use one resource in order to

`attain or to save others.

105
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Sub Concept C: Interrelationships of Values, Goals, and Standards

IrOb ectives:

GE

1. To explain the interrelationships of values, goats, and
standards.

2. To define the types of values, goals, and standards.
3. To recogniZe the sources of values.
4. To identify ways of dealing with conflicts in goals,

values, and standards.
5. To identify ways of cooperating with those who hold

different goals, values, and standards.

RALIZATIONS

Val6es undergird and
give shape to goals.

2. 'When values are con-
sciously identified,
they can more easily
be translated into goals
and then through deci-
sion making to realiZa-
tion.

3. Attitudes help determine
goals and the means
chosen to attain them.

4. Skills in use of re-
sources in family man-
agement take on varying
degrees of importance
because of fundamental
value differences.

5. Values may be classified
as aesthetic, religious,
theoretical, social, eco-
nomic, or political.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Bulletin board: Use clothing
articles with labels to ?how °

how values "give shape" to
goals.

2. Stddents identify values which
they hold. Discuss decisions
whiih might help realize these
values.

L.

3. Teacher presents case studies
for class lysis.

4. Students e stories about
families who xhibit certain
characteristi s because of the
value they place on skill in
use of resources or some other
related value.

5. Teacher presents and` explains

the classification of values.

6. Brainstorm for values to fit
each category.
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GENERALIZATIONS

6. Goals may be classified
accotelhg to immediacy--
elone.and short term--or
priority.

7. Awareness of both minimum
and maximum standards
facilitates management
of resources.

8. Only families and
dividuals can decide
goals and values.

9. Values gi"ow out of learning
experiences in the home,
school, and community and

. are determined or changed
by environment, experience,
and conscious deliberation.

10. Values are judged by the
values of the one who is
judging.

11. Family members often hold
conflicting values, goals,'
and standards.

12; Cooperation of family
members contributes to
setting up and reaciling

family goals.

an.

(

- .

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

7. Brainstorm for goals that
student have.

8. Teacher introduces classifica-
tion of goals.

9. Students categorize goals ac-
cording to categories given.

10. Divide into buzz groups to
discuss ways in rich limited
time affects performance of
tasks,. Choose a reporter to
summarize at the end.

11. Students list some perxA onal

goals and rank them as to
importance.

12. Students present minute dramab
depicting situations in which
conflict might occur.

13. Students illustrate values
through a written story, a
mural, TV, movie, book, or
song lyric.

14. Students recall instances in
which members of their own
families have had conflicting
values, goals, and standards.

15. Students present minute dramas
showing how family conflicts
might be resolved.

107
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Unit Concept II: Applying Management

"."

a

Sub Concept A: Managing in Multiple Roles

Objectives:

1. To explain the family life cycle in terms of role
changes foil family, members.

2. To identify types of costs and outcomes involved
in carxying out multiple roles, 1",t)

3. To describe the relationship between changes in
our society and their influence on roles of family
members.

4. To recognize ways to maximize capabilities of family
members in the work of the home.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. The individual assumes
many. roles in life, singly
and in combination with
others.

2. Directing the resources
of all household members
toward homemaking tasks

, increases the benefits
,for all.

3. Being aware of sources of
help and conditions for
reducing physical work
contributes to realistic
appraisaloof methods, ways
to conttpl amount, of work,
and persqnal costs of doing
work.

(
.10r)
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Brainstorm: List the titles
for jobs, or roles, household
members may have irs and out of
the home. Give examples of
those which may be combined
by.the same person.

2. Discuss: Who is a homemaker?
What differences are there in
the rights and responsibilities
of an individual at different
stages in the,family life cycle?

3. Interview friends or acquain-
tances to gather opinions about
solving the problems of com-
bining homemaking with -

a. employment away from home
b. formal education
c. 'community activities.

Share findings with class.
(Teacher,may note quality of
report with x+,,x, x-.)

4. Find and read articles in cur-
rent periodicals about managing
in multiple roles. Students
write a brief summary of the
author's main points and a
statement of reactions to them.
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GENERALIZATIONS

4. Household tasks maybe
organized in such a
way that human re-
sources are released
for other activities.

5. The need to know more
about work and ways to
reduce its cost in
human resources is ac-
centuated by changes
in society and patterns
of living.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

5. Compile a list of suggestions
for ways to expedite homemicing-
tasks. Share the best in a
circular discussion.

6.' Discuss the meaning of"many
hadds make light work." Draw
conclusions and relate to
organizing the work of house-
hold members.

7. Prepare to discuss trends in
current society and how they
affect the roleA of family
members by reading, Managing
for Effective Living, Goodyear
and Klohr, Second Edition,
Chapter 1, "Mid-Century Setting
for Personal and Family
Management."

106
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(Teacher reference: Management
in Family Living,' Nickell and
Dorsey, Fourth Edition, Chapter
1, "Family Life in a Charging
World.")
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Sub Concept 43: Application of Organization Principles:
Result of Past Management.

r

Ob'ect-ives:,

1 To explain the meaning of staidard plans in terms of
managing homemaking tasks.P

2 To summarize the factors in.regard to physical afrange-
ments that affect the organization. of homemaking tasks.

3 To explain the importance of communicating standards
and plans 0 all family members.

4 To describe methods of communicating standards and
plans within the family.

GENERALIZATIONS

.1. When effective work
methods are well learned,
they become standing
rules which can be used
to decrease attention
during 'planning and 'per-

forming tasks and ter-de-

crease.
.

the amount of
planning, that is needed.

t

''LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Discuss: How do standing
orders for food delivery,
e.g., milk, release time and
thought for other activity?
How does regular assignment
of rloutine household tasks
to family members release
time and thought for dther
activity?

, %,

(

3

2. Buzz groups: Make up examples
of ways in which standing
plans contribute to effective
management. Report to class.

'\ 3. Bulletin bArd: Show pictures
or drawings: "Homemaking- -
Yesterday and Today."

2. Technological changes in 4.

housing supplies, materi-
als, and equipment used in
homemaking tasks make a
difference in the following:

7-

a. Time required to do
the task

b.' Number of operations in-
-.6olved

c. Elimination of opera-'
tions

d. Amount of physical work
e. Achievement of standards

of quality in the product.

111

Collect and share with class
some pictures that show dif-
ferences-4n homes kitchen",
tools aneequipment, etc.
from the past, present, and
future.
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GENERALIZATIONS

3. The work of a household
is facilitated by effec-
tive communication of
standards and plans to
household members.

41. Optimum communication of
standal-ds and plans for
work contribectes to max-
imum utilization of
capabilities of house-
hold members.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

'-'c

5. Prepare displays in school or
ommunity to illustrate the

following:

O

a. Chemistry Aids theHomemaker
(fibers, fabrics, cleaning
products; foods, packages,
floor materials, etc.).

Aritique Equipment and Tools
Used in Homes (irons,
churns, cooking pots, etc.).

6. Make a chalkboard list of tech-
nological changes that make a
difference in household tasks,
e.g.:

a.

b.

c.

d.

hot and cold piped water
central heating
automatic appliances
permanent press finishes.

7. View and discbss transparencies:
"Identifying and Setting
Standards." (3M Company,

'Catalog No. 15-3544-2)

1C 8
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Sub Concept C: Work Simplification Applied,to'HouSehold Task

1. Principles of motion economy: rearrange, eliminate,°
combine, simplify

2. Principles applied to activity of the worker, work-
place; and.tools; and fie'product''

3. Fatigue' and' output or work

Objectives:

1: Ta be-willing to find easier ways, of workine
Z. TO'list"ways of expediting household tasks by apply - -

tug principles of motion economy. .

3. to-explain 'the relationship between the aspects of
the job, the characteristics of the workplace and
tools, and the capabilities of the workei.

'4. To 'describe the efift-cts of 'the.workplace on thework

and the worker..

5. "To'explaih.the effect of fatigue on work output.

6. To demonstrate an improved method for & household task.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. The interest in finding
easier ways of working
td obtain dasirad,satis-
factions enables one to
begin job improvement.

2. Knowing the effect of
different procedures and
working conditions on
worker input enables the
worker to make intelligent
choices in efforts tore-
duce the necessary work
to a minimum.

LEARNING'EXPERIENCES
en

1. 'Task trials: Groups of three
or four students complete a, ,

specific tusk while-Others ob-
serve. (Aatopwatch may be
used by the teacher secretly.)
Discuss methods, time, and
standards, e.g.:

a. put a pillowcase on a pillow
b. tape pictare to a larger

piece of paper
c. make four to six sandwiches.

2. Read, using a study guide,
Extension Circular 512, Easy .
Ways, Fitzimmons, Goble, and
Minter. Cooperative Extension,.

3. Write a paragraph summarizing
the benefits of simplifying
household work. Teacher evalu-
ates paragraphs with a check-
list.



GE LIZATIONS

3. A non-technical motion
study technique suit-
able for application to

. Miomemaking'tasks con-
sists of.the following:

Listing order the
steps by which the
task is now done
Examining eacb step
in terms of rear-
ranging, eliminating,
combining, simplify-
ing.

a.

b.

4, Charactristic& of easy
movement include the
following:

a. Movements should be
. simultaneous.

b. Movements should be
symmetrical.

c. Movdments should be
natural.

d. .Path of the movement
should Be ihythmical.

e. Path of the movement
should be harfual.

a

5. The characteristics of the.,
work place and the tools
that are uscd in relation
to the requirements of the
task have a direct impact
on the kind and amount of

input by the'worker.

411

LEARNING EXPERIENCES-

\

A
*

4. VieW and discuss selected trans-
parencies from 3M Company .sata-
log No. 15-3526-9, e.g.:

a. "Use Both Hands"
b. "Use Gravity"
c. ."Use Rhythmic6Actions."

5 Teacher and/or students demon-
strate good and podc ways to
lift heavy objects.

6. Working in small groups, plan
god present a demonstration of
a simple ,household task for
which an improved method has
been developed.. Explain the
changes which have been made,
e.g.:

a. Sorting laundry
b. Ironing or pressing
c. Dusting furniture
d. Loadiu the dishwasher
e. Making a bed
f. Unpacking a grocery bag

and putting away items
g. Washing windows.

7. Prepare an exhibit to illustrate
a work place and tools which
have an obvics bearing on worker
input, e.g.:

a: Drawings of kitchens that
show the work triangle

b. Arrangement of work space
for ironing.

.4.1 try 114
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- GENERALIZATIONS

6. Considerationvin de-
signing the work place,
are as follows:

a. Aspects Of the-
physical design

b. Factori external
to the work: cost
family preferences,
housing

c. Effects on family
members

d. Style of living
e. Effect on timing

of events.

7. Component parts of a Work
center are the work sur-
face, storage, and appliance.

8. Deterioration in perform-
ance as a result of fatigue
is evidenced in many ways.

N
9. Physiological and psychol-

ogical fatigue are often
interrelated.

10. Recognition of signs of
fatigue and its effect on
work output and satisfac-
tions contributes to ef-
fective use of human re-
sources.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

8. Discuss the advantages and dis-
advantages of "placing laundry

,

equipment in.the kitchen; lo-
cating a study area in the
family room; placing the sew-
ing machine in the.livingroom;
axone -room efficiency apartment.

/7

Draw c clusions about factors
to con ider in planning a
workp ace.

. Collect magazine pictures of
work centers. Mount on note-
book paper and write comments
about the good and bad. features.

10. Circular discussion: Recall a
time of extreme fatigue and
consider the factors which con-
tributed to the fatigue. Make
a chalkboard list of these
factors.

11. Discuss:

a. What are some signs of
fatigue?

b. How does fatigue affect
one's enthusiasm; motiva-
tion; efficiency?

c.' Whiph feelings are phys-
ioIdgical; psychological?

12. Use hypotiaetical situations as
examples to assess the signs
of fatigue and analyze the ef-
fects ofd work output and satis-
factio



ti

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

13,. Home Project: Develop and
write a description of the

following:
e

D

a. A household task done in
your home by an improved
method and/or

b. An improved workplace.
-,d

Present the highlights of your
project to the class.

14. Review the unit, "Applying
Management," in preparation
for a test. (Games may be
adapted, e.g., bingo for
terms vossword puzzles;
Tic Tec Toe for questions
and answers.

v.

15. Take an objective type test
covering this unit:

116
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A
Udit Concept III: Managing Expenditures

°Sub Concept A: Spending Plans.

0

Objectives:

1._ To state in one's own words reasons for, having
a spending plan.

2. To list and define theparts of a spending plan.
3. To list the categories included in most spending

plans.

4. To make a spending plan for a clis0 study family.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. A family's knowledge of
the goals they wish to
achieve and their avail-
able resources contrib-
utes to effective and
realistic budgeting.

2. Values and goals affect
the way-individuals and
families use their
money.

3. The ability o manage
money and ther resources
increases he needs, wants,
and goals that can be sat-
isfied with a given income.

A

4. Cooperation of family mem-
. bers contributes to manag-

ing and using family re-
sources.

5. °ResoOrces are limited while
wants may be unlimited.

t 4: The cost of one purchase
eliminates the opportunity
to buy other goods and ser-
vices with the same money.

(

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Students read background in-
formation on planned spending.

2. Opposing panel for questions
over above reading: See "Your
Guide for Teaching Money
Management," Household F.inance
Corporation, for a suggested
list of questions.

3. List personal and family
values and goals. Also list
how they influence the use of
money.

4. List advantages of planned

spending.

5. Role play: Use situations that
could happen without planned
spending.

r6. Role play: Use situations with
family members helping to.make
the spending plan. Discuss they
implications.

7. Explain how and wky resources'
are limited.

4

8. Explain how the economic prin-
ciple of opportunity costs ap-
plies to personal and family
financial planning.

117
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GENERALIZATIONS

7. Money management "includes
planning, controlling,
and evaluating the use of
money to obtain the great-
est number of needs and
wants.

8. Management makes it pos-
sible to meet the most
(important and the greatest
number of needs and wants
through the use of limited
resources.

r

. LEARNING EXPERIENCES

9. Study and discuss budgeting for
families with irregular income,
families with a double income,
and the newly married couple.

10. Students discuss with their
parents how much is spent on
various itemv in the family
(ford students' benefit only).

11. Distribute a list of Monthl;
expenses. Students classify
the expenses as fled or
flexible.

12. Describe steps in setting up
a spending-plan.

13. Bulletin board: Show the parts
of a spending plan and the cat-
egories ymder each part.

14. List the things to consider in
evaluating and revising a
spending plan.

15. Distribute a case study of a
young couple. As a group,
class sets up a pogtible spend-
ing plaft. Discuss how and, why
the plan might be changed and
revised.

4

16. Provide case studies of families
or allow students to use their
own families if they wish to set
up a workable spending plan for ,

tha fal
\4.,

ily. Case studies that
might used are fouhd in
Financing A New Partnership,
prepared by the Educiitionar and
Consuder Relations Dakartment,
J; C. Penny Company.

114
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Sub Concept B: birecting the Transportaticn Dollar

Objectivess,

1. To list' factors influencing transportation needs.
2. Tlis list alternatives available for meeting trans-

portation needs and to state the advantAges and
`disa vantages of each alternative.

3. To ite ize factors infltncing operating cost o
the car.

4. To comps e advantages and'd4advantages of buying
a new or sed car.
To identify factors to consider in buying a car.5.

6. To compare the need for a car and automotive prod-
/ ucts in contrast with its probable uses and overall

cost of operating, maintaining, and servicing.
(iv To summarize the need for and types of car insurance

available.

)
GEN7ALIZATIONS

1. Among the factors influ-
,encing the needs for

f'( transportation are how the
car will be used, the/num-
ber who will regularly ride,
the conditions under which
it is driven, importance of
prestige and latest model
car, money available, and the
cost of ownership and opera-
tion.

YOB

s
2. Resources available influence

.transportation choices.

3. Operating costs are related
to the age Of the car, how
the car is equipped, and
the use made of the car.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES'

119

1. Survey class to identify the
number of students presently
owning cars and number plan-
ning to bux cars within the
next one and two year periods.

2. brainstorm for list of factors
UnflUencing the family's
tgansp6rtation needs.,

3. Survey class to identify avail-
able transportation resources
in, the community.x

4. List alternative means of trans- ,
portation that could be used.

5. Use que io aire to identify
the kinds operating expenses
and the amount spent in each
area.

6. Students discuss with their
families the amount of auto
expenses and what is included.

ti
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GENERALIZATIONS
6

r'
4. Knowing the advantages

and disadvantages of buy-
ing new cars as compared
to used cars facilitates
decision making.

5. "06" the lot" test,
the road" test, and
"shop" test influence
onelis decision on the
val6e of a particular
used car.

6. In buying a car, decisions
are made about price, size,
model, make, engines, trans-'
missgions, brakes, steering,
and extras.

7. Liability, rntiiprehensive,,

,and/or collision insurance
offer protection against
expenses resulting frOm
an accident.

8. The financial responsibil-
ity law may be satisfied
through liability insurance.

9. Institutions financing cars
do. are interested in having

that interest protected
with collision incurance.

4

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

7. Circular response: Consider
advantages and disadvantages
of buying new or used cars.

8. SummariFe and repot to class,.
article on buying cars, ac-
cessories, and services.

9.

10.

ti

Debate: Resol d a new compact
car is a bets IN buy than a two
year old "luxury" model.

Prepare to discuss guides for
"Buying a New Car" and "Shopping

Moorne; Msaendag="t- bj;o::a=-
mobile Dollar, Household
Finance-Corporation.

11. Visit new and used car dealers
to discuss with class points
to consider in buying a new or
used car.

12. Agree upon an amount to spend
on a car. Select the best car
for the mopey on the car lot.
Explain choices.

13. Give bqckground information on
car insurance.

14. Insurance agent discusses the
need for and types of car in-
surance availAble.

120
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Sub Cbncept C: Directing Housing Dollars

Objettives:

1. To identify factors influencing the faMily's
decision to buy or rent.

2. To list financial advantages and dis vanEages
of home ownership and rentiing.

3. To identify expenditures related to housing.
4. To interpret the common "rules of thumb" for

determining the amount spent for housing.
5 . To .define terms related to buying, selling,

renting and financing housing.
6. To explain the services of real estate agents

in housing matte4..
7. To distipguish between three types'of mortgage, el

loans.

8. To identify the most common lenders
.

of mortgages.
9. To state the ways of reducing cost of cre

financing homes.
10. To discuss the.kinds of moving expenses th

occur when changing residence.

GENiRALIZATIONS

1,, Factors in deciding
whether to buyor rent
include the followAig:

a. Personal. and family
values

b. Standards and goals
c. Amount and stability

of income
d. Residential stability
e. Family mobility
f. Stage of family in

the life cycle.

2. Other points to consider
in renting decisions are
the following:

a. Terms of renting
b. Duration of lease and

means of termination
c. Services available
d. Restrictions
e. Utilities
f. Maintenance.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES,

1. Conduct neighborhood survey of
owners' and tenants' opinions
of advantages a disadvantages
of renting or owning the family
dwelling place.

2. Realtor discuss "reasons for
renting."

3. Conduct a symposium of resource
persons on advantages and dis-
advantages of owning and rent-
ing, leases, and the responsi-
bilities of renters. (Realtor
home owner, manager of rental
property,)

4. Interview . =rents on reasons
for owni or renting. List
reasons n class.

5. Read an
recent
renti

117 121

report to class on
agazine articles on



GENERALIZATIONS

3. Rental terms vary greatly
with differ landlords
in different areas.

4, Financial advantages of
home ownership include
building equity, tax de-
ductable interest rates,
deductable property
taxes, and protection
against inflation.

5. Maintenance and repair,
financial outlay, and

loss of interest on iri-
N.estment are disadvantages
of home ownership.

f. Renting neither requires
a large amount of money
to invest norwhas equity

. accumulated at moving
time.

7. The financing of housing
is an int,egral part f

overall financial m age-
ment.

. Total costs for housing in-
clude the cost of shelter
itself plus the following:

a. Cost of maintenance
and repair

b. Furnishings and
equipment

c. Household operation
d. Property taxes and

assessment
e. Insurance,

10'

Cg

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

6. Score check list for apartment
hunters to evaluate an avail-
able apartment in the 'communIty. .

7. Role play:^Students portray
.discussion resulting from renter
and landlord not having enough
information in lease.

8. ,Analyze case studies on problenis
,resulting from poorly written

'Lleases.

9. Write summary statement con-
cerning factors that would inf
fluence choice.of owning or .

renting.

10. Debate: Home ownership is
financially advisable.

11. DisCussion:" Itemize costs that
are included and costs thdt
are'not included An (a) rent
and (2) mortgage payment.

12 Interview adults to find out
what living expenses are a
part of the houbingdolb,Ar.

122

13.' Given an example of a family's
\spending record) determine. the --
proportion that goes forhous-
ing cost. (Example should pro-
vide opportunity for students
to identify and total items
that relate to housing.)

4
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GENERALIZATIONS

9. "Rules of thumb" may guide
the family in planning
hous'ing expenditures.

a. The price of the home
a family buys should
not exceed two or two
and one-half times --"\

the annual income.

LEAkNING.EXPERIENCES

Digriiss some "rules of thumb"
that may guide individuals
and families in deciding how
much of the total income to
spend on hOuding.

15. Apply the "rules of thumb"
for housing expenditures
to different family incomes.

b. About 25% of the monthly 16.

take-home pay can be
spent on total housing
costs.

10. Services Of real estate
agents include the follow- 17

ing:

a. Expe"rience writing in
advertising

b. Screening viewers
c. Salesmanship
d. Information of correct

procedure in completing
the sale.

Apply the "rules of thumb"
to thW- amount of income stu-
dents expect their future
family' to be earning its iirkt
year of marriage:

Discuss with a realtor the ser-
vices,performed by real estate
agents along With the advan-
tages and cost of having a
realtor handle the transaction.

18. Finance Person fills out with
class the forms used in buying
a house.7and itemizes closing
costs.

Committee visit bank or savings
and roan association to obtain
a loan for buying a house (one
available in community). Tape
interview and bring to class.

20. Lawyer discuss the legal steps
tZ). be taken'in securing living
quarters by purchase or rental.

11 Certain procedures and legal 19.

documents are used in finan-
cing a house.

12. Understanding the terms of
the lease contributes to
greater satis action.in the
rental situatiion.

13. Some important transactions 21.

involved in purchasing a home,
are signing the agreement to
buy, arranging the financing,
and closing. 22.

14. Mortgages enable home-
'ownerowner to have the type and
'amount of space. e could
not otherwise have for many
years.

Visit court house to examine
deeds, mortgages, and abstracts.
Look up papers on. parents' homes.

Visit county recorder's office
to discuss the types of.legal
papers involved in buying a home.

23. Discuss how long it would take
a family to accumulate enough
savings to buy a house.

123 1



GENERALIZATIONS

15. Knowledge of terms used
in financing or selling
a home facilitates bet-
ter understanding of
the procedure.

16: Shopping for a mortgage
enables the buyer to
make a better choice,
since the types of loans
and requirements of the
lenders vary.

17. To reduce the cost of a
home loan,

a. the size of the down
payment should be as
large as possible to
keep the amount bor-
rowelvo a minimum,

b. the term of the loan
should be as short as
possible ,to reduce the
;amount of interest,

c. the agency with the
lowest charges for
81-edit should be found.

18. Shopping for a mortgage en-
ables the buyer to make a
better choice since the
types of loans and require-
ments of the lenders vary.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

24. Define terms kelated to finan-
cing and types of mortgages.

25. Begin a glossary of housing
finance terms in notebooks.
Use terms in a crossword puzzle.

Class discussion: What are the
differences between government
backed and conventional loans?

27. Prepare questions to ask a
banker about types of mort-
gages and where to get them.

28. Representative of the local
bank or savings and loan com-
pany discusses the financing
of living quarters.

29r Investigate the financing of
a mobile home by reading, inter-
viewingla dealer, or talking to
people'ho own one.

30. Using the overhead projector,
teacher presents charts that
show the-effects on total cost
of the home of

a. different down paym is

b. different term , e., ten,
fifteen, twenty or tweflty-
five years.

Draw conclusions and make rec-
ommendations about cutting down
on the cost of a home financed
with a mortgage.

31. Read and prepare to discuss the
following:

a. What are three types of
mortgage loans?

b. How do they differ from
each other?

c. How does one shop for a
-tmortgage?

d. What is.tncluded in closing
Costs?

0
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GENERALIZATIONS

'19. Additional expenses that
may occur in moving to
another home are as fol-,
lows:

a. Landscak4ng
b. Laundry- .and kitchen

equipment
c. Repairs and re-

modeling
d. 'Moving van cost.
e. Buying additional.

furniture .E4nd ap-

priances
f. Hook up of utilites.

9

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

32. Listen to agents from the dif-
ferent finance sources expuin
how their agency works and the
types of mortgages available.

. 33. Make a chart comparing interest
rates, s cial considerations,
advantages, and disacilyantageo
of each ource and type of
home financing.

34. OpPdsing panels: Use questions
and answers dealing with fea-
tures of differeqt mortgage'
types.

35. Investigat( and report to class
on expenses that may be incur-
red in moving but may not be
covered in the roan.

121
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Sub Concept D: Family Seturity

Objectives: GA

1. To recognize the features of the basic types of
insurance.

2 To explain in one's otIn words the principle of
"shared risk" in insurance coverage.

3. To recognize the savings and protection character-
istics of the basic types of 'life insurance.

4: To list the advantageS and disadvantages of sroup
purchasing plans.

5. To eltplain the place of social insurance in, the
total protection plan.

6. To recognize the place of emergency funds in the
total protection plan.

7. To describe the role of savings in the total ex!.
penditure plan.

8: To explain in one's own words. the meaningsi,of
woes commonly used in investment purchasing.

9. To es.cribe the relationship of safety,
a rowth in investments. o

10. ntify possmssionS which may be used as security
gages.

11. in one's own words the necessity fob estate

A

I.
g q)

12. To list the purposes of a will.
13. To explainkthe importance of professional, guidance

in making a will.
)

14. To identify the social organizations contributing
to financial security.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. The families' goals for
financial security are in-
fluenced by the values
held by the group and the
stage of the life cycle.

2. Insurance provides pro-
tection against probable
financial loss and gives
priority to those events
deemed most damaging.

LEARNINQ_EXPERIENCES

( 1. Divide into groups to analyze
case studies from Forum, Fall/
Winter 1969, pg. 6-7. Class
discussion similar to chart
page 12.

2. Discuss the meaning of being
"insurance poor."

8

126

3. Teacher gives background on
insurance,

4. Students quiz parents on ques-
tions to ask resource person.



.

GENERALIZATIONS

14. Insurance coverage, based
on,the "shared risk" prin-
Ciple, covers varying
types of risks.

4. rent life insurance
po icieS offer differept
degrees of ,saving, and

protection features.

5. Social insurance serves
as a basis for planning
the families' insurance
needs.

es

6. Insurance provides im-
mediate cash if a,con-

, tingency occurs, but ties
up income if contingency
does not arise.

7. Emergency funds enable one
to have resources for im-
meliate needs, allowing

, family to purchase less
comprehensive policies.

8. Savings and investments
are'means of deferring
present income for,future
use.

v9, Interest from say.ings and
investments, which 'contrib-
ute to current income, are
returns for use of money.

10. Growth, safety and - liquidity
are important considerations
in choosing savings and in-
vestments.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

5. Resource person (insurance
agent) discusses types of
insurance, family needs, and
guidelines for purchasing.

6. Circular discussion: Summar-
ize most important pOints
covered,

7. Have students prepare displays .

using Social Security Teaching
Aids.

8. View film, The Social Security"
Story, and hear speaker from
local Social Security office.

9. Consider case studies, on social
insurance as a basis for fam-
ilies' insurance needs.

A

10. tudents create hypothetical
family situations in which fam-
ilies plan for future needs.

11. Teacher gives background on
savings and investments.

12. Resource person (bank officer)
discusses place of saving
and investments ip family
planning.

4

13. Analyzese studies of fam-
ilies in various stages of the
life cycle and financial situa-
tions relating to choice of
safety, growth, and liquidity
in investments and savings.
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GENERALIZATIONS

11. The stage in the life
cjycle influences the
ehoiee of safety, growth,
and liquidity in invest-
ments.

12. Durable goods may be used
as security for mortgages.

13. A will expresses one's
wishes as to whom property
should go, when and in
what amounts it should go,
how it should be protected,
and who should be the exec-
utor.

14. Professional guidance fa-
cilitates the disposition
of one's possessions.

fi

15. Communities help in pro-
viding aid for families
in need.

LEARNING EXPERINdES

14. Distribute pamphlets, Important
Papers, from Purdue Extension,
and Your Will: A Plan for the
Future, from Consumer Facts
series of Credit Union.

15. Grdup interview resource per-
sons on purposes of estate
planping, necessity for wills,
value of professional guidance.

16. Grouppresents information
as a panel and answers ques-
tions from classmates.

17. Brainstorm for types of aid
provided by the community.
Individuals secure more infor-
mation to report to the class.

1 2 4
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t Sub Concept E: Directing the Food Dollar.

Objectives:

1. To state the factors affecting the food budget.
2. To list shopping tips for food purchasing.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. The food budget is in-
fluenced by family size,
nutritional needs.avail-
ability of foods, quality
desired, and time avail-
able for preparation. .

2. . Knowledge of shopping
tips enables the con-
sumer to maximize re-
source use.

LEARNING EXPERIENCE

1. Brainstorm for factors af-
fecting the family's food
budget.

2. View transparencies from 3M,
#15-3529-3, "Choice in Buying.
Practices," "One Important
Concern," and "Wants are
Influenced."

3. Individuals read for shopping
tips from newspapers and
magazines.

4. View transparencies from 3M,
#15-3528-3, "Use of Ai/ailable
Guides," "Spending Practices
May Affect," "Be'Aware
Standards of Quality," "Evalu-
ate Purchases," and "Consider-
ing Alternatives."

4 , 5. Buzz groups: Find other means
of maximizing resource use.

r'
)
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Sub Concept F: Directing the Clothing Dollar

Objectives:

1. To list vaous ants and needs to be met by
clothing. 1

2. To explain the elationship between quality
and purpose fo which the garment is bought.

3. To recognize quality workmanship in clothing.
4. To explain the advantages and disadvantages

of various methods of payment for cIothing.
5. explain ways of expanding the clothing

d Ilar through proper care.
6. compare the advantages and disadvantages

f home production.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Rational deciskon'making
in relationoito clothing
purchases helps one
achieve goals in keeping
with resources.

2. Among the various points
influencing the selection
of clothing are values,
role in life, socio-eco-
nomic factors, and the
availability of money.

3. Skills in buying clothing
enable one tO,increase the
return on his clothing
dollar.

1 26 130

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Circular response: Identify
the goals students hold that
influence their clothing
purchases.

2. Use case studies to point out
the differences between wants
and needs.

3. Discuss factors that influence
selectiOn of ething. Give
examples.

4. Read and prepare to discuss
Money Management--Your Clothing

9. Dollar, Household Finance,
Corporation.

5. Write questions to ask on
field trip.

6. Take field trip to men's cloth-
ing store for information on
buying men's clothing.

7. View film from Newsweek magazine
on the latest in men's fashion
(new film each year).
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GENERALIZATIONS

4. If an economic poiht of
view were used, the "best"
workmanship would be what
is needed to enable the
article to provide the ser-
vices for which it was

----purchased.

'5. The quality of durable
construct desired re-
lates to use of the
garment.

4
0

6. The amount of effort d
expense required to keep
clothing in wearing con-
d tion affects the total
cl hing dollar.

7. Garments tend to retain
optimum serviceability
if given regular and
seasonal care.

131 -)

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

8. Discuss the 4uality
manShip in clOthing
Lion neaded for Vari
tivites or garments.

9. Visit.a store to
constructed garment
a paragraph to hand i

f wort

onst uc-
us ac-

nda well
Write
de-

scribing the desirable work-
manship found in the garment.

10. Interview families to get an
idea of their usual cleaning
bills.

11. Use circular response for ways
of lowering the amount spent
on cleaning garments.

12. Compare time and dollar cost
- of having the same amount of

garments cleaned at coin op-
erated/with commercial cleaners.

13. Bring items of clothing that
require little special care
fof display.

14. Demonstrate proper ways of
hanging up garments.

15. Demonstrate stain removal.

16. Collect items and chart for
stain removal kit.

17. Exhibit'atticles that have
been ruined by improper care.
(Save articles for4, a collec-

tion to use other y ars.)

. Study hang tags for directions
on care of garments.
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GENERALIZATIONS

8. The cost involved in
using all resources
should be included when
considering the home
production of clothing.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

21.

128
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Home project:Jrepare file
for storing hangtags and
care information.

Compare all cost involved
in makini, a specific garment
with the cost of a ready-
made garment.

tt

Discuss satisfactions involved
with home prQductiunibf
garments.

0

ti

O
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Unit Concept IV: Purchasing Power
.1

Sub Concept A: Sources of Money Income

Objective To identify the vAious sources of money
income for the fathily.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. A knowledge of the vari-
ous sources of money for
the family contributes
to effective use of avail-
able purchasing power

2. In addition to wages and
salaries, families may
receive money income from
commissions, bonuses, in-
terest from savings ac-
counts, dividends from
stocks, rentals from prop-
erty, royalties, net in-
come from self-employment.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Bring to class a list of
sources (not amounts) of
income. Compare and 'com-
pile into one.

4og

2. Make a glossary of terms,
each 'student researching a
definition for discussion
by the class. Class group
accept the definition to
be put in the glossary.

3. Discuss the following ques-
tions:

.129
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a. Which sources of income
are current earnings?

b. Which sources of income
are returns from invest-
ments?

c. What variations are there
in when and how often the
income is received?

d. What implications are there
for managing the various-
sources of income?



Sub Concept.,B: ConCimer Credit

1. Legislation

a. Truth-in-Lending
b. Indiana Consumer Credit Laws

2. Wise Use of Credit

a. Calculating Cdst
b. Comparing Sources
c. Establishing and Maintaining a Credit Rating
d. Pitfalls of Credit
c. Evaluating Contracts

Objectives:

'*5

1. To state in simple terms the features of state
and fedes0 legislation regulating consumer credit.

2. To describe the features of the various forms
of credit.

. 3. To state the factors to be considered in calculating
costs of credit.

4. To list the steps in establishing a credit rating.
5. To explain the piactices that enhance one's credit

racing.

6. To identify dangers resulting from misusing credit.
7. To summarize the factors to be considered in evalu-

ating contracts.

GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Certain aspects of the
consumer credit business
are regulated by federal
and state laws.

2. A result of the "Truth in
Lending" legislation on
the federal level is that
credit costs in dollar
amounts and annual percentage
rates must be Clearly stated.

134

1. Take a pre-test of objective
type items pertaining to con-
sumer credit and its use. Check
answers in class and use re-
sults as a beginning for co-
operative planning of unit.

2. Interview bankers, department
store credit manageN, con-
sumer finance company managers,
etc., for information about
laws regulating consumer credit.
Report to class.

, on
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GENERALIZATIONS

3. A knowledge of how con-
sumer credit works, its
importance to the family
as consumers, and its ef-
fects on the nation's
economy contributes to
the wise use of credit.

4. Consumer credit may be
a tool i the manage-
ment of oney.

5. A actor id the growth f

a masb-production eco my
is the wise usk o con-,

sumer credit.

6. Many forms of consumer
credit can be classified
rn two basic types- -

! sales credit and cash
loans.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

3. Studentipin listening teams
view'film, The Littlest Giant,
considering the following key,
questions:

Team 1: How does consumer
credit work?

Team 2: Why is consumer
credit important
to the family?

Team 3: How does consumer
credit affect the
nation's economy?

(Film is available free from
Association Films; Inc., pub-
lished by National Consumet.
Finance Association, 1965,
14 minutes, color.)

4. DiscusS.the film. Listening
teams report, followed by
questions and comments of
other class members.

5. Make a chalkboard list of dif-
ferent forms of consumer credit.

6. Set up an exhibit or arrange'
bulletin board: "Buy Now--Pay
Later." Each student or stu-
dent committee illustrate with
examples or simulated drawings
of credit cards, charge-plates,
statement books, etc, 0
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7. Bring examples of advertising
which offers credit. Identify
the type of credit.

8. Teacher selects an example
from a collection of credit
offers and demonstrates the
computation of dollar cost
and annual interest rate.



GENERALIZATIONS

7. nadkers pay for the
service of credit.

8. A factor in the wise use .,

of credit is knowing its
coat: /

9. Because the costs for
credit and the services
provided vary with dif-
ferent sources, shopping
for credit is important.

.1

LEARNINi-EXPERIENCES

Read: Mow to Calculate the
Cost of Installment Buying?"
pages 18-26, Using Installment
Credit, Phelps. ,(Booklets for
students'. Lipp are available

froni-Educatignal,Divisionc--
-Commercial Credit Company,
Baltimore, Maryland.)

10. Probldth solving: Students com-
pute dollar cost and annual °`
interest rate for diffennt
forms of credit using examples
found in.advert,ising or hypo-
theticarcases.

11. Fill in outline while viewing'
film,Ahe Wise Use of Credit.
Suggested outline:

b.

c.

d.

,=
Definition of consumer
credit
Glossary of terms
Types of credit
Guidelines for wise use
of credit.

,

(Film is 11 minutest' black aerld

white or color, available from
Association Films, Inc., 'free.)

12. Discuss; the conten of the
filth, with students ontribu-
ting ideas from apd a ing to
their outlines.,

13. Buzz groups: Discuss hypothet-
ital situations in which a fam-
ily is choosing between an in-
stallment sales contract, a
cash loan from a consumer fi-
nance company, and a bank loan.
Each group makes a recopmenda-
tion for the situation,4t dis-
cussed and defends its choice.
Present to entire class.

132
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GENERALIZATIONS

10. Consumer credit is avail-
able from retail and
other stores for Tales.'
credit, and from banks,
consumer finance com-
panies, credit unions,
life insurance policies,
pawnbrokers for cash
loans.

11. A good credit rating is
among a. person's valuable
possessions because it
may contribute to pur-
50hasing power.

12. Establishing and ma'n-
taining a good cre it
rating is a sign of trust-
worthy character and wise
use of credit and contrib-
utes to one's purchasing
power.

13. Ways to preserve a good
credit ratiQg are (a) buy
only what' you know yOu
can pay for, and (b) meet
obligations promp5TY.

t

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
, .

14.. Read and prepare to discuss:
Chapter 7, "Consumer Credit
as a Financial. Resource,"'in
Your Family and Ito Money,
by Helen Thal,

15. Discuss the following questions:

a. What other sources of credit
might be investigated by the,
families in the hypothetical
situations discussed pre-
viously?

b. What advantages and disad-
vantages do the different
sources have?

c. Why might a,family choose
to go to a cCiersumer fiaatnce

company rather than a batik
for a cash loan?

16. Assignment: Make a list of
questions to use in comparing
sources of consumer credit.

17. Read and' prepare to discuss:

Chaptfr IX, "How to Possess A
Good Credit Standing," in
Using Installment Credit. (See
previous reference to this
booklet.)

18. Discuss the following questions:

a. What is a credit rating?
b. How does one establish a

credi,t rating?

c. What Practices preserve a
good credit rating?'

19. Interview persons who have
charge accounts. Find out what
questions are asked when one
applies for this kind )5f credit.
Report in class. (Teacher may
evaluate the 'report with x+, x,

and x'-.)
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GENERALIZATIONS

14. A knowledge of the
dangers in misusing
credit contributes
to the-effectiveness
of credit as a money
management tool.

a

15. Comprehension of and
A agreement with the terms

of a contract for in-
stallment credit or cash
loan before signing con-
tribute to wise uae of
credit.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

20. Wr to a report on the work of
a edi ureau, consulting
library so rces for informa-
tion.iclude facts about the
local Bureau, if any. Each
student report one idea in a.
circular discussion. Teacher
evaluate written reports with
a checkist.-

21. Bulletin b rd: "The Four C's
for Credit. Use drawings
and/or pictur s to illustrate
character, ca acity,' capital,
and common sense.

22. Buzz groups: Discuss case
studies or hypothetical situa-
tions which illustrate poor
use of credit. Identify the
practices or incidents that
contributed to the problem.
Report to class.

23% Discuss the following questions:

a. What recommendations could
be made to prevent or al-
leviate the situations?

b. How can the misuse of credit
be avoided?

24. Cofnpose a list of Command-
ments for Using Credit. Compare
lists in class and compile a
list which incorporates the best
ideas.

25. Debate: Resolved--Easy credit,
leads to money problems.

26. Role play: Plan and present
situations iR which .good and
poor practices with contracts
for credit are portrayed.
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GENERALIZATIONS

J)

tl

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

27. Discuss the scenes by identify-
ing the good 'and poor practices,

,

a. refusing to sign a con-
tract that is not explained
satisfactorily,
signifig a contract that is
not'completely filled in,
and

c, being afraid to ask ques-
tiois.

28. Resource person (lawyer, family
counselor, credit manager, or '

representative of Credit Bureau)
speaks, to the class on sotne as-

pect of the use of consumer
credit.

29. Opposing panels: Review pre-
sentation by reso_Llice,person

during next class meeting.

C
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Sub Concept C: Using Human Resources to Increase Purchasing
Power

I. Home production
2. Buying skills
3. Increasing satisfactions from resources

Objectives

1. To explain the relationship between the use of money
and the USQ of human resource's.

2. To describe ways in which the use Of human resources
may influence the use.of money.

GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING.EXPERIENCES

1. Purchasing power may be
increased by utilizing
human resources in home
production, skillful .

buying, and increasing
satisfactions from pur-
chased goods and services.

1. Home Projett; Keep careful,
records of time and materiL
als Bost of making a garment
or a food product or-cur-
tains for a room or ? .

Compare with estimated shop-.
ping time and price Of a
similar product available
for purchase. State con-
clusions in a written para-
graph.

1 SG
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Unit Concept V: Influences on Consumer Decisions

Sub Concept A: Business and Consumer Roles in Advertising.

Objectives:

1. To define the roles of advertising for the co
2. To define the roles of advertising for busine

GENERALIZATIONS

1. 'price, vanity, status,
and the need to belong
to a group. contribute
to emotional appeal.

2. Businesses use advertis-
ing to promote new prod-
ucts, increase use of
existing products", gain
brand name identification,
and stimulate sales.

sumer.

s.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Introduce advertising with
transparencies such as 3M,
CataAng No. 15-3534-3.

2. Brainstorm: Identify the
drives to which advertise-
ments try to appeal.

3. Bulletin board: Point out the';,
many ways people, are exposed
to advertising appeals.

4.: Panel` discussion;, Consider the
various aspects of advertising.

Member 1 discuss the following
benefits:

a. Better-merchandise at
lower prices 4

b. Provides consumer in-
forMation.

Member 2 discuss the following
benefits:

a. Serves the public
b. Maintains high standards

of production.
c. Pays for much ofour means

of mass communications.

Member 3 discuss the following'
problems:

a. Deceptive wording
b. Misleading descriptions and

other types of unethical
advertising.

141
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GENERALIZATIONS

(S.

3. Advertising promotes
the selling of goods.

4. Advertising is a. method
to stimulate demands
and add to sales, con-
sumption, investment,
production jobs, mass
production, and profits.

5. Advertising enables one.
to increase consumer
information.

6., To establish a trade name,
slogan, or product image
is one of the seller's
major functions.

7. The ability to analyze ad-
vertisements aids the con-
sumer in making educated
decisions.

142

d

NG EXPERIENCES

4. (continued) 0

Member 4 discuss the psy-
chology of advertising which-
appeals to security,' warmth,
safety, and belongingness.

(Reference material may be
found in Consumer Economic
Problems, 7th edition,
Wilson-Foster.)

v

5. Exhibit: Show products with
labels. Students hunt--with.
the aid of a chedkjist--for
the information required b.nd
voluntarily printed on labeYS.

6. Retail ho'w various products
have changed ads and slogans
to create a brand image.

7. Circular discussion: Tell how
new or old products have used
slogans to develop a trade
name or a product image.

8. Skit: Show careful analysis of
a product/service and its ad-
vertisements and a very care -,,
less method of selecting a
product /service.
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GENERALIZATIONS LEARNING EXPERIENCES

)

O

8. Advertising provides
,consumers with many,
indirect benefits.

143

9. Illustrated talk on hints for
analyzing advertisements: In-
clude the following:

a Keep abreast of continuing
new products, services and
improvements.

b. Learn to recognize brand
names.

Look for statements indi-
cating quality.

e. Learn to ignore absurd or
meaningless statem s.

f. Evaluate testimonials used.
g. Look for standards and

specifications.
h. Develop a pattern fetr ana-

lyzing ads.

10. Bring in advertisements for a
product of class interest and
discuss the quality of the
information found.

11. Brainstorm to discove,r the many
benefits of advertising for the
advertiser and the consumer.

12. SUILudry:

a. Panel discuss advertising
as an expensive or inex-
kensive form, of (1) sales-
manship, and (2) gaining
information.

b. Panel discuss the following
question: If advertising
had not been used exten-
sively in the past 25 years,
would the cost of cars,
electric lights and 'vacuum
cleaners be higher, lower,
or about the same? 0

c. Deb te: "Advertising is
necess to.sell a product."
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Sub Concept B: Aids To The Consumer.

Objectives:

1. To list governmental aids to the consumer.
2. To list non-governmental aids to the consumer.
3. To explain how the consumer may utilize

available aids.

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Governmental agencies
assist and help protect-4'v
the consumer.

2. Non-governmental agencies
aid the consumer in find-
ing information.

. 3. The use of governmental
and,non-governmental `

agencies influences con-
sumer decisions.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

144

V

1. Skit: Show a confused shopper
trying to decide which product
to buy and another studying
various bulletins and deciding
ahead of time which to buy.

. Listen to a debate team dis-
cuss the following:1' "Resolved
that Lair-trade laws should be
More strongly enforced."

3. Use a flan-o-gram to illustrate
a talk on consumer protection
by private agencies.

4. Individual reports: Include
the following:

Better Business Bureau
Chamber of Commerce
Credit Bureau
Consumer Union
Federal Drug Administration
Federal Trade Commis on
United States Dep tment of

Agriculture.

A

Each stud tell how the agency
is structured, what s vices it
provides for the consum and
for the businessman, and a pub-
lications available for the 1Ne
of. the consumer or rflgulations/
laws protecting4he consumer or
businessman.
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GENERALIZATIONS

4. Consumer - direct

agencies enabl
tp increase buying
knowledge.

5. Business-oriented agencies
help promote the confidence
of the consumer in the par-
ticipating businesses.

one

0

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

5. ,Resource person talks on
pivate:agencies in the local
area that work to protect and
inform, the consumer,

6. Read the advertiser's code of
American Business and discuss
its merits for consumer's.
(This code may be received
from Better Business Bureau,
Inc., Advertisers Association
of the West, or Advertisers
Federation of America.)

.1 4 1
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Sub Con e t C: Customer Rights and Responsibilities

Ob ecti es:

1. To define customer ethics.
2. To explain the power of the cons Mer purchase,

To list methods of expressing satisfaction or
dissatisfaction in the market place.

4. To explain labels as used by customers and
the businessmen.

GENERALIZATIONS

1.. Customer ethics include
shopping etiquette to-
ward sales personnel,
other shoppers, business
concerns and the Tiler-

chandise.

2. Marketing decisions are
infl enced by customer
pure ases, letters, or

% wor of mouth.

3. Consumers have respon- .

sibilities to plan their
spending, locite and.use
available information
about selecting goods or
services, read and follow
manufacturers' instruc-
tions, and make needs and
wants known to the business-
men,

*

149

LEARNING 'EXPERIENCES,

1. Circular discussion: Consider
customer buying ethics from
the viewpoint of (a) the cus-
tomer, and (b) the business-
men.

2. Bulletin board: Exhibit good'
customer ethics. Explain why
each is important for t4;bus--
iness and for the customer.

3, Resource person: Store Manager
discusses how manufacturers
decide whethen to retain or
discafd a product line.

m

Write on 4ettento a company
or store\manager expressing
satisfaction in a product or
service.

5. Write one.letter to a company
or store manager expressing
dissatisfaction in a product
or service.

6. Students decide the responsibil-
ity of the consumer found in
various situations such as the
following:

146

a. Shoes just pbrchased did
not match.

b. Unordered merchandise was
received.

c. A product proved,unsatis-
factory.



GENERALIZATIONS

4. Businessmen have re-
gponsibilities to pro-
tect the consumer
agaihst products or
services which may en-
danger health, to pro-
vide information about
their goods or serv-Thek
and to guard against
misrepresentation, dis-
honesty and fraud.

5. Businessmen's riiits lead
to customer reseefEsibil-
ities.

Label provide helpful
information at the point
of purchase.

7. Some product labels are
required by law to tell
the consumer what he needs
to know about the identity,
ntents, and use of a,

product.

8. Knowledge of labeling
terms aids in making wise
decisions.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

7. Students"answer'questions
about short case studies which,
present possible situations
in which customer and busi-
nessmen will need further com-
munication. (An example m y
be found on Page 56 of S dent
Activity.Guide for Consumer
Economics, Wilhelm, Teimerl,
Jeilery, third-edition.)

8. Each student write a short
paper on the responsibilities
of the businessmen.

9. -Compile a list of these re-
sponsibilities and discuss
how these affect the consumer.

10. BrainsOrm for identification
of the responsibilities of the
customer. Discuss howthege

4 responsibilities are interre-
late& (Hints may be found in
Your Shopping Dollar, Household
Finance Corporation brooklet.)

11. Circular discussion: Consider
how ldbels would be advanta-
geous over advertisements and'.
sales clerks.

12. Investigate and find whatin-
formation is required by law
on labels for various goods,
wich as cosmetics, appliances,
and food. (Use section in

1', text on laws for the consumer.)

13. Use a' ktudy sheet on terms to
discuss several labels in:class.



GENERALIZATIONS

2

9. Informative labels and
ratings published by
research groups can be
helpful buying guides.

tin
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES

14. Play "Hollywood Squares."
Evaluate ptudents' knowledge
of labeling information.

15. Study published consumer's
guides which have articles
on durability, economy, etc.
(Consumer Bulletin and
Consumer Reports are two
sources.)

16. Design an informative label
for a suit considering points
covered in this suit.

Mo.
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Sub Concept D: Social Factors Influencing Consumer Decisions.

Objectives: %

1. To explain how social factors influence consumer
decisions.

GENERALI ATIONS

1. Socia factors whidh
influence consumer
decisions include
status, pride, fashion,
community attitude,
occupation, etc.

a

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. SocioAdrama: Set up examples
to show how the, various
social factors influence
consumer decisions.

2, Use hypothetical case studies.
Teacher points out how social
factors influence consumer
decisions.

3. Use listening teams to find
specific factors. Disctiss

how these factors hold dif-
ferent weights of impor-
tance to the people involved,
which affect.the decisions
of that person or group.

1 4 5
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